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SUMMARY

This dissertation describes the development of temperature and pH-responsive
interfaces, where the emphasis is placed on tuning the responsivities within a
physiological temperature range. This tuning is achieved through the utilization of
polymeric building blocks, where each component is specifically synthesized to have a
unique responsivity. The assembly of these components onto surfaces permits the
fabrication of stimuli-responsive interfaces. In addition, this dissertation explores the use
of a self-assembling peptide as a modular building block to modify the interface of
hydrogel microparticles, resulting in the formation of a new biosynthetic construct.
Hydrogels are three-dimensional, crosslinked polymer networks that swell in
water. Over the years, hydrogels have been extensively explored as biomaterials due to
their high water content, tunable mechanics, and chemical versatility. Two areas where
hydrogels have received considerable interest are drug delivery and extracellular
matrices. Unfortunately, developing structurally and functionally complex hydrogels
from the top down is challenging because many parameters cannot be independently
tuned in a bulk material. An alternative route would be to develop a library of building
blocks, where each is tailored for a given function, and assemble these components into
composite structures. The building block synthesized and utilized in this dissertation is a
microgel. Microgels are a colloidal dispersion of hydrogel microparticles, ranging in size
from 100 to 1000 nm in diameter. The microgels were prepared from environmentally
responsive polymers, sensitive to both temperature and pH.

xv

Microgels have been used in the fabrication of polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer
films, where the microgel serves as the polyanion and a linear polycation is used to
“stitch” the particles together. In Chapters 3 and 4, stimuli-responsive interfaces are
prepared from environmentally responsive microgel building blocks. In particular,
Chapter 3 demonstrates tuning of the film response temperature by preparing several
different microgels with differing ratios of two thermoresponsive polymers. Chapter 4
evaluates the influence of the pH environment on the thermoresponsivity of microgel
films. While the pH environment was found to substantially affect some films, it is
possible to prepare microgel films that behave independently of pH. The swelling/deswelling of the films was also investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) as a
function of both pH and temperature. It was determined that the AFM imaging
parameters can drastically affect the measured film thicknesses (Appendix A) due to the
soft, deformable nature of microgel films. The studies in these chapters illustrate the
advantages of preparing composite structures from discrete components, where the
functionality of the composite is dictated by the constituent particles.
In Chapter 5, attention is placed on modifying the surface of microgel particles.
Many of the traditional routes used to modify microgels involve the incorporation of comonomers into the network or the addition of polymer shells. However, a new core/shell
construct is presented, where a microgel core is coated with a self-assembling peptide
shell. In this scenario, the peptide shell serves as a modular scaffold, where surfacelocalized functional groups can participate in reactions. Although there are still a number
of questions remaining in regard to the assembly process and stability of the construct,
initial experiments suggests that this is an interesting and promising structure to study.

xvi

Finally, a discussion of future directions and possible experiments is provided in
Chapter 6. Hopefully, this will serve as a guide for further exploration of the research
presented herein. Microgels remain a rich class of materials to study and employ. While
their synthesis is rather straightforward, their use often results in complex behavior and
interesting phenomena. Understanding their behavior is a crucial step in realizing their
full potential.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO HYDROGEL MATERIALS

Portions adapted from
Clarke, K.C.; Douglas, A.M.; Brown, A.C.; Barker, T.H.; Lyon, L.A. Colloid-Matrix
Assemblies in Regenerative Medicine Curr. Op. Colloid Inter. Sci. 2013, 18, 393-405.
Copyright 2013 Elsevier Ltd.
1.1 Hydrogels
Hydrogels are crosslinked polymeric networks that swell extensively in aqueous
environments due to hydrophilic functional groups on the polymer chains (e.g. hydroxyl,
carbonyl, amine, carboxyl). Hydrogels have been considered for a range of applications
including drug delivery, cell scaffolding, tissue regeneration, and analytical techniques.110

This broad utility stems from the unique properties of hydrogels (i.e. they have both

liquid and solid properties), and the potential to prepare them from a wide range of
precursors. Table 1.1 highlights several polymers frequently used in the preparation of
hydrogels.
Hydrogels have been fabricated from a variety of polymers, including natural as
well as synthetic polymers, affording versatility in the chemical composition of the bulk
material. Synthetic gels are often prepared by free-radical polymerization of small
molecule monomers, where an initiator is used as a free-radical source. Initiators are
typically small molecules, where cleavage and radical generation is achieved by
temperature, light, or redox processes.1,11,12 Polymeric material can also be obtained from
natural sources or through synthetic routes, and then subsequently crosslinked to form the
hydrogel network.13-16 Hydrogels are commonly classified by the type and method of
crosslinking because crosslinking is essential in their preparation.
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Table 1.1. Common Polymers Used in the Preparation of Hydrogels
Polymer
poly(vinyl alcohol)

Abbreviation
PVA

poly(ethylene glycol)

PEG

poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate)

pHEMA

poly(acrylamide)

pAM

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

pNIPAm

temperature
responsive

poly(acrylic acid)

pAAc

pH responsive

poly(3-acrylamidophenyl
boronic acid)

pPBA

glucose
responsive

alginate

Structure

Notes

metal ion
sensitive

2

1.1.1 Crosslinking in Hydrogel Formation
Crosslinking lends stability to the network, but also functions as a parameter that
can be tuned to alter the mechanics, pore size, and swelling properties of the hydrogel;
alterations in the extent of crosslinking often change all three of these properties
simultaneously. Network crosslinking can be achieved through physical (i.e. noncovalent) or chemical (i.e. covalent) means.17 Non-covalent interactions, like hydrogen
bonding, electrostatics, and physical entanglement, are commonly used in the formation
of hydrogels. Further, the intrinsic self-assembly behavior of biomacromolecules can also
be utilized in the preparation of hydrogels. For example, the propensity of peptides to
form secondary structures (i.e. β-sheets and α-helices) can be harnessed for macroscopic
assembly into hydrogels.18,19 Moreover, synthetic polymers have been modified with a
variety of complementary pairs (e.g. coiled-coil motif, host-guest interactions with
cyclodextrin) where the specific interactions become crosslinking points.20,21 The
reversible nature of many physical crosslinks can be used to control network structure,
but a drawback to non-covalent crosslinking is network fragility.
Alternatively, covalent crosslinks are employed to yield a permanent, more robust
network. Typically, covalent crosslinks are formed as the main monomer is polymerized
in the presence of bis-functionalized monomers.1,22 Alternatively, pre-formed polymers
can be crosslinked to form a three-dimensional network. For example, controlled radical
polymerization techniques, such as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and
reverse addition fragment transfer polymerization (RAFT), have been used to synthesize
polymers which were subsequently crosslinked via terminal reactive groups.23-25 In a
similar manner, naturally sourced polymers have been crosslinked via functional groups
extending off the polymer backbone to form covalent crosslinks.14,16 A general scheme
comparing physically and covalently crosslinked hydrogels is presented in Scheme 1.1.
Additional strategies have been employed to control the properties of hydrogel
networks. One strategy to enhance the functionality of hydrogels is the incorporation of
3

co-monomers during synthesis.26,27 For example, functional groups incorporated into the
network can be utilized in reactions following hydrogel formation, or for non-covalent
interactions with target molecules. Co-monomers can also be used to control the swelling
behavior of hydrogels in water. Another tactic is the development of double network
hydrogels, where a hydrogel network is imbibed with monomers and a second network is
formed in situ.14,28 This strategy enables functionally unique hydrogels to be prepared
within the same construct, where the networks can be independently tailored.

Scheme 1.1. Comparison of Hydrogels

1.1.2 Environmentally Responsive Hydrogels
As the applicability of hydrogels continued to expand, researchers sought new
avenues for controlling hydrogel properties, while also developing materials with
enhanced functionality. This pursuit led to the investigation of environmentally
responsive hydrogels, where changes in the surroundings result in changes in the material
itself. Networks synthesized from environmentally responsive polymers exhibit sharp,
reversible deswelling/swelling responses as the polymer-solvent interactions transform
upon changes in environmental conditions.

4

Responsive hydrogels have been studied for a number of applications including
drug delivery, chemical separations, and actuation.2,29-31 Temperature, light, and pHresponsive hydrogels have been extensively explored.32-36 A commonly studied
temperature-responsive polymer is poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAm).33 Linear
chains of pNIPAm exhibit a reversible coil to globule transition upon an increase in the
environmental temperature above 31 °C. This temperature is referred to as the lower
critical solution temperature (LCST). A three-dimensional pNIPAm hydrogel network
will de-swell in response to temperature increases above 31 °C. The de-swelling of
pNIPAm gels is entropically driven, as water molecules are released to the surroundings
and polymer-polymer interactions are favored over polymer-solvent interactions.
Beyond these traditional physicochemical stimuli, researchers have developed
hydrogels responsive to biological cues.37 In these systems, the presence of specific
biomolecules leads to changes in the polymer-polymer and polymer-solvent interactions.
Ideally, responsivity is therefore governed by a specific molecular stimulus rather than a
physically induced stimulus. This could be particularly useful in biological applications
where external stimuli can be difficult to control with precision. A seminal example is a
glucose-responsive hydrogel, where a phenylboronic acid (PBA) co-monomer serves as
the functional component. Complexation of glucose with PBA, results in ionization and
concomitant swelling of the hydrogel.37
In addition to these traditional approaches to responsive hydrogel networks (i.e.
bulk swelling/deswelling transitions), a variety of nuanced strategies have been put forth
in an effort to wield greater control over hydrogel materials. These very often involve
spatial and temporal control over responsivity within the bulk material. Of note, light
responsive elements are becoming more regularly investigated because light can be
controlled both spatially and temporally. These applications include photopatterning of
biomolecules, site-specific degradation, and in situ modification of mechanical properties
at discrete locations.26,38-40
5

1.1.3 Hydrogels as Biomaterials
Historically, the first use of hydrogels as a biomaterial was for contact lenses.41
Since the 1960s hydrogel materials have continued to be extensively explored in varying
contexts. Generally speaking biomaterials exist as a substitute for damaged or
malfunctioning tissue (macroscopic) or to control the local biological environment
(molecular or microscopic). Biological tissues exhibit structural and mechanical
properties, which can be mimicked, in part, by hydrogels.42-44 The high water content,
porosity, viscoelasticity, and chemical versatility of hydrogels have made them prime
candidates for biomedical applications. Specifically, two widely investigated applications
for hydrogels will be discussed: drug delivery and extracellular matrix scaffolds. A
central theme in the development and realization of biomaterials is the pursuit of ever
more complex structures. Because native physiological environments are indeed
complex, the materials we implement are continually revised as we seek to recapitulate
natural processes and aim to realistically mimic the natural milieu.
1.1.3.1 Drug Delivery
Hydrogels have been extensively explored as drug delivery constructs for the
local administration of therapeutics. A simplistic example is the elution of a drug from a
hydrogel, where the drug passively diffuses from the matrix into the surrounding
environment. Release kinetics are governed by the diffusion coefficient of the therapeutic
molecule, the pore size of the hydrogel, and drug-hydrogel interactions.2 Erodible
hydrogels, such as those prepared from poly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), can also
be used to release entrapped molecules as the network is hydrolyzed in physiological
conditions.45 However, these simple models lack the ability to turn on and off release, a
property necessary in a number of drug release applications. Quite logically, stimuliresponsive hydrogels have been utilized as a platform for gating the release of molecules,
where release is governed by a set stimulus, allowing on/off functionality.29,46
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For example, pNIPAm hydrogels have been employed for temperature-triggered
release of molecules. The swelling transitions of the hydrogels, alter the pore size,
thereby controlling the release of encapsulated molecules.47 pH-responsive hydrogels
have been employed as well, where a change in pH leads to network swelling through the
deprotonation or protonation of carboxylic acid or amine groups, respectively. The
increased pore size of the hydrogel permits diffusion of the drug out of the network.
Temperature and pH-responsivity can also be used to alter the drug-hydrogel interactions,
providing another route to vary the release rate. The glucose-responsive hydrogel
described above has been used to deliver entrapped insulin following network swelling in
the presence of glucose.37,46 This particular example more closely mimics feedback
mechanisms found in biology.
Release has also been gated using enzyme-responsive hydrogels. The specificity
of enzymes and other biomolecules is a supreme advantage over basic physicochemical
stimuli, especially under circumstances where direct access or probing of the material in
situ is not possible. Furthermore, a specific cell signal or disease state serves as the
trigger, permitting release only when that biochemical cue is present. Crosslinks bearing
protease-cleavable substrates have been used to control the pore size of the hydrogel. As
the protease cleaves the crosslinks, larger pores are formed, and release of the
encapsulated therapeutic is achieved.48 Alternatively, the drug can be tethered to the
network via an enzymatically degradable linker. The drug is therefore released in the
presence of the enzyme without altering the network structure and mechanics of the
hydrogel.49,50
Hydrogels can be synthesized with varying levels of complexity, making them
useful as simple drug reservoirs, or with precisely tuned responsive elements. A material
that gradually elutes its contents over a designated time frame can be useful for reducing
inflammation at the site of biomaterial implantation. For example, drug-eluting stents
have been used to reduce the inflammatory response post-implantation and prevent the
7

growth of tissue around the stent.51 Degradability can be added to the system as a way to
control pharmacokinetics, and to remove the material once it has served its purpose.
Responsive hydrogels are used to enhance the user-defined control, by permitting release
only when designated by a pre-defined stimulus. Hydrogels with gated release may be
most useful for precise spatiotemporal control, such as when the released therapeutic is
used to treat only a subset of cells.
1.1.3.2 Extracellular Matrix Scaffolding
The essential non-cellular component of all tissues is the extracellular matrix
(ECM), the protein scaffold and microenvironment in which cells reside.42 The protein
composition and structure of the ECM can influence cell adhesion and signaling, as cells
bind to specific ligand sites on ECM proteins via cell surface receptors. Cell-ECM
interactions are complex and dynamic in nature and can dictate cellular phenotype,
influencing cell survival, proliferation, migration, and differentiation. Various ECM
proteins also bind and sequester growth factors, which can lead to spatial and temporal
control of the dynamics of cellular processes. Additionally, the ECM can determine the
mechanical properties of each organ through its compressive modulus, elasticity, and
water retention.
The native ECM is an extremely complex, dynamic environment through which
many cell fate processes are controlled. The fields of tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine have sought to develop biomaterials capable of recapitulating the behavior of
the ECM in the context of synthetic or biosynthetic hybrids of reduced complexity, with
the ability to regenerate severely damaged tissues either in vitro or in vivo remaining the
primary goal. In addition, such materials can lead to the creation of accurate models to
study cell behavior and fate under a multitude of environmental conditions. Hydrogels,
both synthetic and natural, have been a main choice for ECM mimics because their
mechanical properties and high water content resemble those of many tissues.52
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Naturally derived polymers, such as collagen, fibrin, hyaluronic acid, and the
commercially available Matrigel, have been used as ECM scaffolds.4,8,9,53,54 These
polymers are found in the native ECM, but quite often only one or two are selected as the
scaffold material for simplicity. Biopolymer hydrogels have several inherent advantages,
including biocompatibility, degradability, and the presence of cell and growth factor
binding sites. However, modifications (e.g. chemical, mechanical, structural) to
biopolymer-based hydrogels can be challenging. For this reason synthetic polymer
hydrogels have been explored as ECM scaffolds.
Synthetic hydrogels serve as a blank scaffold, where bio-interactive components
are selectively incorporated into the matrix as needed. For instance, the amino acid
sequence RGD is very often covalently bound to promote cell adhesion.55,56 Growth
factors have also been included through covalent or non-covalent means to assist in cell
survival and differentiation.57 Numerous studies have focused on the employment of PEG
hydrogels as scaffold mimics because of their biocompatibility and ease of preparation.
Synthetic hydrogels typically lack sites for degradation, so this particular attribute has
been added in by careful selection and/or preparation of co-monomers and crosslinkers.
In the native ECM, cells are known to excrete proteases, such as matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs), to degrade the local ECM and permit migration. Likewise,
MMP degradable substrates have been added to PEG hydrogels to allow cells to control
the matrix.58
Despite the many successes in the fabrication and use of artificial ECMs –
reductionist scaffolds based on natural ECM components and purely synthetic systems –
drawbacks and challenges remain preventing the full implementation of these scaffolds.
Many of these constructs have deepened our knowledge and understanding of the
parameters most important to ECMs and cell function. However, most of these scaffolds
only incorporate a few of the many possible components, and it is still not well
understood what level of complexity is needed for a given task.
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Our group, as well as others, has recognized the need for increasing the
functionality and complexity within ECM scaffolds in a controlled and predictable
manner.59-61 Further, there is a need to access smaller dimensions in biomaterials, as
native ECMs span several orders of magnitude in size. It is, however, particularly
challenging to enable precise, localized functionality within a bulk material. Therefore, a
particularly enticing tactic is to prepare a population of building blocks, each with a
tailored functionality, where the assembly of these modular components provides access
to complex constructs. In particular, we have been interested in the use of colloidal
components in artificial ECMs as a means of adding the necessary physicochemical
complexity as well as to enhance existing properties. Colloids provide a large synthetic
and physical playground within which modularity can be imparted to biosynthetic
matrices while potentially maintaining the biological properties required for adequate
function in biomedical applications. One such colloidal particle with an abundance of
promise as a building block will be the focus of the ensuing section.
1.2 The Microgel – A Microscopic Hydrogel
Like hydrogels, microgels are crosslinked, polymeric networks, which swell in
water. However, unlike bulk gels, microgels are colloidal particles ranging in size from
less than 100 to several thousand nanometers in diameter.62,63 They are commonly
synthesized through emulsion polymerization techniques, but can also be prepared from
the self-assembly of block co-polymers into micelles. Additional strategies rely on
lithographic techniques to prepare microgel particles.64,65 Microgels have many
analogous properties to bulk hydrogels (e.g. hydrophilicity, tunable mechanics, porosity),
making them ideal for biomedical applications, but they allow access to vastly different
size scales. The small size has resulted in several unique characteristics, as they share
both colloidal particle and polymer properties.66 Deformability at small length scales has
also become an increasingly important attribute of microgels, as the “softness” of the
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particles has been implicated in their use as a biomaterial and in 3-dimensional
assemblies.67-69
The advantageous properties of microgels have resulted in their study for a variety
of applications, including drug delivery, diagnostics, analytical analyses, colloidal
crystals, and in biomaterial coatings. Rather than describe the numerous microgels which
have been studied and utilized, this section will focus first on the utility of microgels as
building blocks, and then, more specifically, on thermoresponsive microgels, as these two
areas pertain more strongly to the research described in this document.
1.2.1 Microgels as Building Blocks
Due to their size and versatility microgels have been employed as building blocks
within bulk and assembled structures. Composite structures can be fabricated, where
properties are inherited through the building blocks. This approach has two main
advantages. First, building blocks can be independently tailored in regard to specific
functionalities. Second, assembly of the constituents is inherently modular (i.e. “plug and
play”), permitting more precise tailoring of the final composite. Microgels have been
used as functional components within bulk hydrogels, and, these discrete particles have
also been used in the build-up of microgel-based architectures.
The potential to impart stimuli-responsiveness into unresponsive hydrogels or to
enhance the responsivity of environmentally responsive hydrogels has been demonstrated
through the incorporation of responsive microgels.70-72 Microgels have also been included
within macrogels to function as drug delivering modules, providing a means for tuning
the release from hydrogel scaffolds, or to release multiple molecules independently.73 In
this way, the chemical nature of the microgel inclusions can be used to add or enhance
functionality of a bulk matrix. Moreover, mechanical properties of bulk gels have been
strengthened through the incorporation of microgels into the network, either as
crosslinking points or as non-covalent additives to the matrix.74,75 Within these relatively
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simple constructs, the ability to tune gel properties or enhance the functionality is
provided through the incorporation of microgels.
Alternatively, assemblies of microgel particles can be fabricated. Nano/microparticulate objects, including microgels, have been pieced together through a variety of
methods. Substrate supported assemblies have been prepared through particle surface
interactions (covalent or noncovalent). For example, the Lyon group has demonstrated
the fabrication of microgel-based thin films on planar surfaces, where electrostatic
interactions facilitate assembly. These microgel assemblies have been used to prepare
microlenses for sensing, and to modify substrates for non-fouling coatings.76-78 The
assembly of microgels on particulate substrates via covalent bond formation has been
shown as well. These heteroaggregates have been fabricated using two different types of
microgels demonstrating the modularity of assembling materials from building blocks.79
The direct synthesis of microgel structures onto a substrate has also been utilized in the
development of chip-based analytical approaches.80,81
In addition to substrate-supported architectures, freestanding microgel assemblies
have been prepared following delamination from a surface.82 The advantage of preparing
freestanding assemblies is the adoption of unique shapes that are challenging to access on
2-dimensional substrates. For example, our group has fabricated microgel films where
two different microgels with differing swelling properties are used to control the 3dimensional shape following delamination from the substrate.83 More recently, examples
of the self-assembly of microgel building blocks and other microgel-like colloids have
begun to emerge.84,85 Here the goal is direct access to a multitude of 3-dimensional
arrangements of the constituent soft particle components. Though promising, the oftenrequired inclusion of anisotropy into particle architectures to control self-assembly has
limited broad-spectrum fabrication of such structures.
The chemical and functional tailorability of microgels coupled with their size has
made them worthwhile for investigation within biomaterial scaffolds or as stand-alone
12

structures. Specific tasks can be divided among several populations of particles, and then
recombined to provide greater control at tangible length scales. The use of modular
components for assembly fabrication is a central theme of this dissertation.
1.2.2 Temperature-Responsive Microgels
The Lyon group has worked extensively with temperature-responsive microgels
prepared from NIPAm.63,76,86 PNIPAm microgels are synthesized by aqueous free-radical
precipitation polymerization.87 Reagents commonly used in the preparation of pNIPAm
microgels and a schematic of microgel synthesis are provided in Scheme 1.2.
Monomers, and often a surfactant (e.g. sodium dodecylsulfate), are dissolved in water
and heated to 70 °C. Usually a crosslinker (e.g. N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide) is added
to the monomer solution, but self-crosslinked microgels can be prepared, where
crosslinking is the result of chain transfer reactions.88,89 Free radicals are introduced into
the system typically following the thermal decomposition of an initiator (e.g. ammonium
persulfate). Growing oligomer chains condense to form a globule since the environmental
temperature is above the LCST of pNIPAm. These collapsed precursor particles serve as
the substrate for further polymer addition and microgel growth. Work within the group
has expanded the use of precipitation polymerization to synthesize a multitude of particle
architectures, including core/shell, degradable, and yolk/shell constructs.90-92
PNIPAm microgels can be synthesized with a variety of co-monomers to add
responsive elements and incorporate functional groups for post-synthetic modification.
Commonly acrylic acid is incorporated, lending pH responsivity to the network.
Carboxylic acid, amine, and propargyl co-monomers, among others, have been
successfully incorporated into pNIPAm microgel networks, and subsequently employed
in conjugation reactions.93-96 Selection of the parent polymer, copolymers, and particle
architecture provides a large parameter space with which to tailor microgel populations.
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Size is critical when comparing stimuli-responsive macro- and microgels. For
example, bulk responsive hydrogels develop a “skin” layer at the periphery as deswelling occurs, limiting the release of water and solute from the interior. However, the
distance water molecules have to travel from the interior of a microgel to the surrounding
phase is much less, meaning that microgels have a much faster response time than their
bulk counterparts.97,98 Indeed this has been an important consideration in the realization
of stimuli-responsive systems, which often require rapid, predictable responsivities.

Scheme 1.2. Synthesis of pNIPAm Microgels

The employment of microgels as delivery vehicles has been actively pursued over
the years with the main objectives being targeted delivery to the location in need,
mitigation of side effects, and protection of sensitive therapeutics.86 PNIPAm microgels
have also been used in the modification of surfaces to bring new functionality to the
interface. Using microgels as a film component allows for the build-up of hydrogel layers
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on a variety of substrates, while maintaining the applicability of discrete particles.
Responsive films can be prepared, where the interfacial properties can be controlled by
external stimuli. The modification of surfaces with uniquely tailored materials has
become a far-reaching concept, extending from the modification of nanoparticle surfaces
to the fabrication of coatings for biomaterial implants.
Microgels have been investigated for a multitude of applications. In particular the
use of microgels as a film component is an integral part of this dissertation. The coming
chapters will discuss the use of films, in general, to modify surface properties of materials
(Chapter 2), and, more specifically, the employment of temperature and pH-responsive
microgel-based films to controllably alter the interface (Chapters 3 and 4). Lastly, the
preparation of a new core/shell microgel construct will be described, where the surface of
the microgel is modified with a peptide shell (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 2
SURFACE MODIFICATION OF SUBSTRATES
2.1 Surface Assemblies and Coatings
Generally speaking films exist to impart one or more new functions to the surface
of a material, while maintaining the desired intrinsic properties of the base material.
Films can be simple, where their role is to control the surface energy.1 A common
example is the use of coatings to alter the surface wettability.2,3 Other films are more
complex and have more active roles, like the drug eluting coatings applied to stents
discussed in Chapter 1.4 Even more complex films exist, such as environmentally
responsive films or assemblies with architectural complexity. Films can also be thought
of as a way to broaden the applicability of the base material because each film can be
tailored for the intended environment. Therefore, it would be ideal to develop coatings
and deposition techniques that are as versatile as possible, especially in regard to film
components and substrates. Below, several film preparation methods are described, and
pictorially represented in Scheme 2.1. Films can be prepared from small molecule
components or larger macromolecular structures, permitting surface modification with
wide variety of building blocks.
Molecular films have been typically formed through two main techniques,
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition and self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). LB films
were originally described in the 1930’s, and utilize the assembly of amphiphilic
molecules at an air-water interface.5,6 Immersion of substrates through the molecular
layer transfers the molecules onto the substrate with a defined thickness. There are
several drawbacks to the LB technique, such as limitations in the type of material
deposited (must organize at liquid/air interface), the size and contours of substrates, film
instability, and the need for special equipment. In addition, the ability to build up films
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Scheme 2.1. Examples of Film Deposition Techniques and Types of Assemblies
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with structural and architectural complexity is limited. SAMs on the other hand permit
greater versatility.
SAMs are formed from the spontaneous arrangement of molecules on substrates.7
Alkanethiols on gold surfaces have been extensively explored as SAMs in numerous
applications. Specific interactions between the SAM molecule head group (e.g. thiol) and
the substrate (e.g. gold) facilitate adhesion to the surface; for alkanthiols a gold-sulfur
bond is formed. Assembly can be accomplished by simply immersing the substrate in a
solution of the assembling molecule. SAMs have been assembled with a variety of
terminal functional groups, which can be used in post-assembly conjugation reactions.8 In
particular, the modification of SAMs with biomolecules has been used to study the
binding of ligands and receptors.9 SAM deposition has also been expanded to
nanoparticle substrates.10 For example, the surfaces of gold nanoparticles have been
modified with a variety of thiol-terminated molecules, including alkane chains and
polymers. This has aided in the employment of gold nanoparticles for biological and in
vivo applications.11
Surface patterning techniques, such as soft lithography and scanning probe
lithography, have been utilized to spatially arrange functional SAMs on interfaces.12-14
These high-throughput methods allow the precise localization of molecules on surfaces at
the nanoscale. One avenue to explore is the fabrication of protein or nucleic acid arrays
for “on chip” screening and diagnostic applications.15 These surfaces have also been
utilized for the presentation of ligands to study cell behavior, where the type,
concentration, and spacing of ligands can be independently controlled.16 The controlled
deposition of SAMs has also been used in the fabrication of nano-electronic devices. The
metal surface is selectively etched where the SAM has not been patterned, resulting in
small metal features of defined shape and dimension.17
Switchable interfaces have been developed with SAMs.18 For example, electric
potential has been used to control surface wettability by changing the orientation of an
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alkanethiol SAM with a hydrophilic head group.19 Positive potentials drive the carboxylic
acid group to the surface, the bent molecule now presents the hydrophobic alkyl chain at
the interface, and a hydrophobic surface results. Negative potentials reverse the
orientation, returning the hydrophilic group to the surface, rendering the interface
hydrophilic. Electric potential has also been used to release peptides and cells from a
SAM interface via the electrochemical reduction of an oxime bond.20 Photopatterning
was used in combination to selectively conjugate the integrin-binding peptide RGD to the
monolayer through an oxime linkage. Cells selectively adhered to this patterned region,
but released from the surface upon reduction of the oxime bond and removal of the
peptide. Following release of the peptide, the surface was essentially regenerated with
functional groups for more oxime conjugation reactions.
Molecular films, especially those based on SAMs, have been applied in numerous
fundamental, technological, and biological applications. Their broad utility stems from
the ability to precisely control surface properties in a straightforward manner. Beyond
films prepared from the assembly of molecular monolayers, we can also consider the
fabrication of polymeric films. Polymers are diverse in chemical functionality, are more
mechanically robust than molecular films, and can be prepared in a variety of
architectures.
The defined deposition of SAMs has been utilized in the preparation of polymeric
brushes.21,22 A variety of controlled polymerization techniques (e.g. atom transfer radical
polymerization (ATRP), reverse fragment transfer polymerization (RAFT), and ring
opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)) have been employed to grow polymer
chains off of surfaces; a process known as “grafting from.” Substrates are modified with
SAMs where the molecules are terminated with an initiator. Controlled polymer growth
from the surface is achieved by submerging the film in a solution of monomer and
catalyst. Importantly, the polymerization remains confined to the surface. Numerous
brush architectures have been described, including block co-polymers, gradient,
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branched, and Y-shaped.22 An alternative method to brush preparation involves first the
controlled polymerization of polymers, and, second, their attachment directly to the
substrate. This is known as “grafting to.” The “grafting from” technique typically allows
for higher densities of polymer chains, as well as greater control over the polymer length
and, therefore, film thickness. Both planar and colloidal substrates have been modified
with polymer brushes, exemplifying the versatility of their use.23,24
Films prepared from brush polymers have been used extensively as biointerfaces.24 Applications include non-fouling, controlled cell adhesion, and biocidal
coatings. Non-fouling coatings have been prepared from poly(ethylene glycol)25 and
hydroxyethylmethacrylate,26 as well as zwitterionic species.27 The polymeric chains
provide a hydrophilic surface, which helps prevent the adsorption of proteins and
adhesion of cells. Cell adhesion can be controlled through the modification of polymer
brushes with integrin binding peptides or other extracellular matrix components.28
Surface patterning of the initiator species controls the location of polymer growth,
permitting spatial control over cell adhesion on the interface. Biocidal polymer coatings
are typically composed of polymers with a high density of positive charge, such as
polymers with quaternary ammonium groups.29 A combination of non-fouling and
biocidal polymer brushes could also be employed, resulting in even greater control over
the surface properties.
Polymer brushes have also been useful in the development of stimuli-responsive
interfaces.30 As described in Chapter 1, stimuli-responsive polymers translate a specific
environmental cue into a change in the polymer-solvent and polymer-polymer
interactions. Recall, the temperature-responsive polymer, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(pNIPAm). PNIPAm transitions from a random coil at low temperatures to a condensed
globule above 31 °C. Polymer-polymer interactions are favored at this higher
temperature, and polymer-solvent (i.e. water) interactions are at a minimum. When
attached to a substrate, pNIPAm chains transition from an extended, hydrated state to a
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collapsed, dehydrated state. Because of the switchable surface properties, pNIPAm
brushes have been considered for several applications. One specific use of pNIPAm
brush layers is for cell-sheet engineering.31 Cells are cultured on pNIPAm surfaces at a
temperature above 31 °C, where the polymer chains are collapsed and the surface is
considered to be more hydrophobic. Cells are release from the surface simply by
decreasing the environmental temperature below 31 °C resulting in a more hydrophilic
interface upon hydration. In this way, cell sheets can be gently removed from the culture
substrate circumventing the need for protease treatment. Thermoresponsive brush layers
have also been used to control the presentation of RGD from the surface. This is another
example of how temperature can be used to control the adhesion of cells to the
surface.32,33
Controlled polymerization strategies are useful in preparing block co-polymers,
where chemically different polymers are connected on the same chain. The synthesis of
responsive brush co-polymers permits the fabrication of interfaces where multiple stimuli
can be used to tailor the surface properties. This is an extremely useful tactic for the
controlled release of therapeutics from films. Zhao and coworkers demonstrate this
strategy by preparing multi-responsive films from block co-polymers where temperature,
light, and pH were used to control the release of dye molecules.34 A variety of other
responsive brush systems have been explored, including brush gradients and mixed
composition films.30
The applications of polymer brush architectures described above highlight many
of their advantages, including the broad spectrum of chemical functionalities, the
potential to post-synthetically add biologically functional elements, and the ability to
spatially define their build-up. However, the synthesis of polymer chains from or their
attachment to surfaces represents only one type of polymeric film fabrication method.
Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is an alternative film fabrication technique, which has
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expanded the number and type of building blocks that can be used in the preparation of
coatings.
An early study of LbL by Iler in 1966, demonstrated the deposition of hard,
inorganic cationic (alumina) and anionic (silica) particles.35 However, LbL rose in
popularity when it was introduced as a facile method to prepare polymeric films. Decher
and colleagues demonstrated the simplicity of LbL deposition of linear polymers, where
linear polyions of opposite charge are sequentially deposited onto a substrate.36 Charge
reversal following each deposition cycle results in self-limiting film growth, permitting
the controlled deposition of thin polymeric films of defined thickness.
Perhaps one of the greatest advantages of the LbL technique is substrate
versatility. Because of the nature of film build-up, LbL is widely considered to be tolerant
of defects both in the substrate and also those that occur throughout the deposition
cycles.37 Deposition of film components is accomplished through dip coating, spin
coating, spraying, and mixing.36,38 Because the coating process takes place in liquid,
substrates with varying topological features and curvatures are amenable to the LbL
process. For example, LbL assembly can be directed to the surface of colloidal particles.
Moreover, the stability of the LbL layers permits core dissolution, resulting in hollow
capsules.39 These capsules have been extensively explored as drug delivery vehicles
because of the ability to load a variety of different payloads, and the thickness of the LbL
film can be used to tune release rates of encapsulated cargo.40
A multitude of linear polyions has been explored as components in the build-up of
LbL films. Perhaps two of the most common polycations are poly(allylamine
hydrochloride) and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), PAH and PDADMAC,
respectively. Two common polyanions are poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) and
poly(acrylic acid), PSS and PAAc, respectively (Figure 2.1). PAH and PAA are pH
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Figure 2.1. Structures of (a) PAH, (b) PDADMAC, (c) PAAc, and (d) PSS.

sensitive polyions, in that the number of charges along the polymer changes depending
on the pH environment. In contrast, the charge of the repeat units in PDADMAC and PSS
are not as affected by the pH. Interestingly, LbL films composed of polyelectrolytes like
PAH and PAA can be prone to film dissolution depending on the pH environment.41,42
While this may seem counterproductive, it has been utilized in controlled release
applications. For instance, biomacromolecules (e.g. proteins, DNA) have been used as
building blocks in LbL assembly.43 Proteins often have charged amino acid residues,
which facilitate incorporation, while the backbone of nucleic acids is negatively charged.
Hammond and co-workers have demonstrated the controlled release of ovalbumin from
LbL films based on the controlled dissolution of the polymer layers as a result of the pH
environment.44 It is also worth noting that by co-assembling functionally different
components it is possible to tune the release rate from the films, and also incorporate
multiple therapeutics within a single construct.45,46 This illustrates the modular nature of
the LbL assembly process.
Over the years, LbL deposition has expanded beyond electrostatic interactions to
include hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions.47 In addition, covalent LbL
films have been pursued for their enhanced stability.48,49 Importantly, these additional
assembly mechanisms have permitted an even greater range of building blocks to be used
in thin film fabrication.
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LbL assembly has extended the list of possible building blocks to include
colloidal particles.50,51 In this way, many of the advantageous properties of colloidal
particles can be brought to the surface of materials. For example, there has been
considerable work in the fabrication of block co-polymer micelle LbL films.52-55 An
advantage to using micelles is the ability to encapsulate hydrophobic molecules within
the micelle interior for delivery applications. This is a challenging task when working in
an aqueous environment, which is common in the preparation of LbL films. The
inclusion of degradable particles into LbL films for release applications has also been
demonstrated.56 It should be possible to tune the release rate from the film by controlling
the location of the particles within the depth of the film.
An interesting advance is the use of lithographic techniques to pattern LbL
assemblies. Utilizing lithographic processes, LbL films can be fabricated with control
over the geometric location on a surface. LbL film patterning has been demonstrated with
all particle films where traditional photoresist and etching techniques were employed.51
Another example utilized a photo-initiated crosslinking reaction to locally crosslink an
LbL film. Un-crosslinked regions of the film were easily removed by ultrasonication in a
surfactant solution.49 Patterning of LbL films has also been employed to fabricate
defined, tailored, cell-adhesive domains to probe the responses of neurons.57 Because
LbL films are assembled one layer at a time, the 3-dimensional location of film
components can be more easily controlled. Coupling this with the spatial resolution of
lithography is a powerful strategy to precisely control in all dimensions the placement of
film components.
Beyond pH-induced film disassembly (described above), additional forms of
stimuli-responsivity have been built into LbL assemblies either through the deposition of
linear responsive polymers or responsive particles.58 For example, temperatureresponsive LbL films have been prepared from pNIPAm and PAAc polymers assembled
via hydrogen bonding.59 The incorporation of stimuli-responsive micelles into an LbL
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construct was used for controlled release of encapsulated molecules. A PNIPAm micelle
core, when collapsed at 37 °C, impeded the release of the molecule, but decreasing the
temperature to 20 °C increased the release rate.60 Furthermore, light has been used to
initiate release from an LbL film through the incorporation of gold nanoparticle/DNA
aggregates. Irradiation of the gold nanoparticles resulted in photothermal heating,
disrupting the polyelectrolyte LbL film, and releasing encapsulated DNA.61
The Lyon group has been particularly interested in the assembly and study of
thermoresponsive microgel-based LbL thin films. The incorporation of charged comonomers into microgel networks facilitates their use as a colloidal polyelectrolyte.62
Our group has worked primarily with p(NIPAm-co-AAc) microgels, where the microgel
is the polyanion, and a linear polycation is employed to build-up microgel layers.
PDADMAC, PAH, poly(ethyleneimine), and poly(L-lysine) (PEI, and PLL, respectively)
have all been used in film fabrication.63-65 Films can also be prepared using only
microgels by synthesizing polycation particles with an amine co-monomer.66 Microgels
have been deposited onto planar substrates passively via diffusion, or actively by spin
coating and centrifugal deposition.62,63,67 Microgel layer deposition by centrifugation was
found to yield well-packed microgel films in rapid fashion, and is the current method
used within the group.
Initial investigations of thermoresponsive microgel films evaluated their potential
as drug delivery coatings.68,69 Thermal cycling was used to drive imbibed molecules (e.g.
doxorubicin and insulin) out of the film network. Microgel films have also been
assembled on biomaterial substrates as non-fouling coatings.63 There is potential to
fabricate composite assemblies of microgels where a subset of particles reduce fouling
and other particles release therapeutics to the surrounding environment. This twopronged approach could therefore enhance the integration of materials in biological
environments.
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Additional experiments with microgel LbL films demonstrated that, when
prepared on compliant substrates, such as polydimethylsiloxane, the films have the
capacity to self-heal upon hydration following substrate deformation events.70,71 This has
been attributed to the inherent mobility of the film components. Covalent crosslinking of
the polycation network or the polycation to the particles abolishes self-healing. The
capacity to control mobility has been used to alter the adhesion and spreading of
fibroblasts on microgel interfaces.64
Although this work has demonstrated the utility of microgel films, the majority of
films prepared and studied in the Lyon group thus far contained only one particle type.
One of the goals of the research described herein is to prepare and utilize multiple types
of microgels in the fabrication of composite microgel films. A key objective is to make
these constructs more versatile by understanding the behavior of multiresponsive
microgel coatings. Chapters 3 and 4 will focus on the employment of multiple microgel
building blocks to control the temperature-responsivities of thermoresponsive microgel
films. The impact of the pH environment on film responsivity will also be examined in
Chapter 4. Chapter 5 will instead focus on the microgel building block. We will
consider the modification of microgel surfaces, and explore a new route to adding
functionality to the microgel surface. In doing so it may be possible to develop new
microgel building blocks, growing the existing toolbox and applicability. Moving
forward, it is thought that the studies presented here will provide insight into the
development of structurally complex materials built from simple components.
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CHAPTER 3
MODULATION OF THE DESWELLING TEMPERATURE OF
THERMORESPONSIVE MICROGEL FILMS

Adapted from
Clarke, K.C.; Lyon, L.A. Langmuir 2013, 29, 12852-12857
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society
3.1 Introduction
There has been a great deal of interest in the development of responsive
interfaces, which are designed to translate a change in the surrounding environment into a
change in the properties of the interface.1,2 For example, self-assembled monolayers have
been used to control surface wettability using external cues such as pH,3 light,4 and
electric potential.5 A variety of polymer brush layers have been designed from stimulus
responsive polymers to control the properties of a material’s surface.6−8 In addition,
responsive interfaces have been applied as controlled drug delivery systems9−13 and to
control the adhesion of proteins and cells to surfaces.14,15 Such approaches can therefore
result in new or enhanced properties to a material’s interface but remain governed by a
specific stimulus, providing the user with specific control.
Further control can be pursued within the bulk system at smaller length scales.
The focus then is just on controlling not only macroscopic properties but also the
properties of specific regions within the film. For instance, Dawson et al. have
demonstrated the utility of their “plum pudding gel”, where particulate components are
incorporated into a bulk hydrogel matrix. They have been able to independently control
the release of several different molecules using this approach.16,17 In addition, they have
developed topographically unique surfaces to probe cell interactions utilizing the
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Scheme 3.1 Assembly of microgel layer-by-layer thin films.
demixing of a linear polymer and polymer microparticles.18 Hoare and co-workers
demonstrated the potential to tune the release profile of a charged molecule from a
hydrogel by using an oppositely charged particle within the bulk. This allows the release
of the drug to be controlled independently from the hydrogel matrix.19,20 These strategies
look to control components within the bulk system, presenting another way in which
properties of the surface can be tuned.
Our group has focused on the development of responsive interfaces fabricated
using microgels as building blocks for thin films.21 Microgels are cross-linked, waterswollen polymer networks ranging from 100 to 1000 nm in diameter. Of particular
interest to our group are thermoresponsive microgels synthesized from Nisopropylacrylamide (NIPAm).22 Polymers of NIPAm exhibit a coil-to-globule transition
at a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of ∼31 °C.23 When pNIPAm is crosslinked into a microgel network, the thermoresponsive properties are maintained and the
microgels exhibit a volume phase transition (VPT). The sharp temperature responsivity of
pNIPAm has made it the prototypical responsive polymer, having been utilized widely.
In our group, microgel films are typically assembled using layer-by-layer (LbL)
deposition,24 where p(NIPAm-co-acrylic acid) microgels serve as the polyanion and a
linear polycation “stitches” the particles together (Scheme 3.1).25,26 In using this building
block approach, it is possible to vary the type of microgel within a given film, permitting
the properties of the assembly to be tailored. Herein we focus on designing a variety of
microgel-based films capable of responding to temperature changes that span a narrow,
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biologically relevant, range (30-40 °C). Our approach was to copolymerize NIPAm with
N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAm); poly(NIPMAm) is a temperature responsive
polymer with a LCST of ∼44 °C.27 On the basis of previous studies of linear
copolymers,28 we hypothesized that the microgel copolymer deswelling temperatures
would lie between those found for homopolymers of pNIPAm and pNIPMAm, thereby
allowing us to tune the microgel volume phase transition temperatures (VPTTs) within
our range of interest. By controlling the VPTT of the microgel building block, we were
then able to modulate the deswelling temperature(s) (DST) of microgel polyelectrolyte
assemblies. Further control of the interface was achieved by fabricating composite films,
particle assemblies with two or more microgels possessing different DSTs. In addition,
we show that the way in which composite microgel films are assembled does not
significantly impact the thermoresponsivities of the films, suggesting that microgels
within the film behave independently of their neighboring particles.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted.
Monomers NIPAm and NIPMAm were recrystallized from hexanes (BDH Chemicals).
N,N′-Methylenebisacrylamide (BIS), acrylic acid (AAc, Fluka), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), and ammonium persulfate (APS) were used as received. Covalent coupling
reagents, N-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), were used as received. Microgel multilayer films were
constructed using poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC, MW 400
000−500 000) diluted in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer (0.01 M), 100 mM ionic strength (PB).
Buffer reagents included sodium phosphate mono- hydrate, formic acid (EMD
Biosciences), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), and NaCl (EMD
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Biosciences). Acetone and isopropanol were used as received (BDH Chemicals). All
water was distilled and deionized to a resistance of 18 MΩ using a Barnstead E-pure
system. A 0.2 µm filter was used to further remove particulate matter.
3.2.2 Microgel Synthesis
Microgels were synthesized by free radical precipitation polymerization; Table
3.1 contains the feed concentrations of monomers used to synthesize each microgel. A
typical synthesis is described as follows. NIPAm and/or NIPMAm, BIS, and SDS (0.2
mM for Microgel 1 and 1.0 mM for Microgels 2−6) were dissolved in 99 mL of water
and filtered (0.2 µm) into a three-neck round-bottom flask containing a stir bar. To obtain
fluorescent microgels, 4- acrylamidofluorescein (AFA),25 dissolved in 1.0 mL of DMSO,
was added to the monomer solution. The monomer solution was refluxed for 1 h at 70 °C
with the stir bar spinning at 450 rpm while purging with N2. AAc was added
approximately 10 min prior to initiation. The reaction was initiated with 1.0 mL of an
APS solution (1.0 mM) and then continued for 6 h under a blanket of nitrogen. The
microgel solution was left to cool overnight under the above conditions. Microgels were
filtered through an Acrodisc syringe filter (1.2 µm pore size) and purified by
ultracentrifugation. Aliquots of the microgel solution were centrifuged to form a pellet
(266000×g for Microgel 1 and 136000×g for Microgels 2−6). The supernatant was
removed, and the pellet was redispersed in DI water. This process was repeated four
times. For film fabrication, purified microgels were freeze-dried and redispersed in PB.
3.2.3 Microgel Characterization
Hydrodynamic radii (RH) were determined by dynamic light scattering. Light
scattering data were collected for 20 s per acquisition. A total of 20 acquisitions were
collected for each run; five runs were collected for each microgel sample. The average RH
and standard deviation of the 5 runs are presented. RH values were obtained in formate
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buffer (0.01 M, 20 mM ionic strength, pH 3) and phosphate buffer (0.01 M, 24 mM ionic
strength, pH 7.4).
3.2.4 Microgel Film Fabrication
Films were constructed on glass coverslips (VWR), cut to 14 × 22 mm. Film
fabrication was carried out according to a previously established procedure.26 Coverslips
were cleaned by sonication in a dilute Alconox solution (30 min), then DI water, acetone,
ethanol, and isopropanol (15 min each). The glass surface was rendered cationic by
functionalizing the coverslips in a 1% (v/v) aminopropyltrimethoxysilane/absolute
ethanol solution on a shaker table for 2 h. The functionalized coverslips were stored in
absolute ethanol until used. Coverslips were removed and rinsed with ethanol and DI
water, dried with nitrogen, and individually placed in the wells of a six-well plate. The
coverslips were then equilibrated in 2.0 mL of PB for 30 min. The buffer was removed,
and microgels were centrifugally deposited onto the glass substrate at 2250×g using a
plate rotor in an Eppendorf centrifuge 5804 R. The resultant monolayer films were rinsed
multiple times with DI water, dried with N2, and stored.
All microgel monolayers were covalently coupled to the glass substrate via EDC
coupling. The films were equilibrated in 0.01 M MES buffer (100 mM ionic strength, pH
5.3) for 30 min. MES buffer was removed, and the coupling reagents were added to each
well. The coupling reaction was carried out for 2 h on a shaker table using 2 mM EDC
and 5 mM NHS in MES buffer. The films were rinsed copiously with water, dried with
N2, and stored.
Films fabricated from a mixture of two microgels required the deposition of a
bilayer of poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS, average MW 70 000) and PDADMAC
to promote equal adsorption of both particles. Preferential deposition of Microgel 2 was
observed when coverslips functionalized with only APTMS were used, thus necessitating
the deposition of “primer” layers. Each polyion was adsorbed onto APTMS
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functionalized glass coverslips for 30 min on a shaker table, followed by extensive
rinsing with water. The polymers were dispersed in PB (1.0 wt % PSS and 1.6 wt %
PDADMAC). Microgel monolayers were centrifugally deposited at 650×g for 10 min at
25 °C. A solution containing Microgel 2 and either Microgel 5 or Microgel 6 was used
for film fabrication. Both of the microgels in the solution were at a concentration of 1.0
mg/mL.
Multilayer buildup was achieved by first equilibrating the films in PB for 30 min.
The buffer was removed, and PDADMAC (2.0 mL, 1.6 wt %) was added to each well.
The well plate was placed on a shaker table for 30 min, after which the PDADMAC
solution was removed. Following extensive rinsing with water another layer of microgels
was centrifugally deposited as before. This process was repeated to yield a film with an
even number of microgel and PDADMAC layers (PDADMAC is the outermost layer,
unless otherwise indicated). Films assembled by alternating between two different
microgels were assembled in an analogous fashion.
3.2.5 AFM Imaging
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to image the films throughout the
fabrication process. All images presented were acquired in intermittent contact mode in
air under ambient conditions using an MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research). Data were
processed using software written in an IgorPro environment (Wavemetrics, Inc.). The
force constant of the silicon cantilevers was 42 N/m (Nanoworld).
3.2.6 Light Scattering Curves
A fluorimeter (PTI) was used to acquire temperature-dependent light scattering
data of microgel dispersions and films. The dispersions consisted of 5.0 µL of purified
microgels in 3.0 mL of formate buffer (pH 3). For scattering measurements of microgel
films, the coverslips were placed diagonally in a cuvette with 3.0 mL of formate buffer
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such that the coverslip was angled away from the detector and the microgel film faced the
incident light, as described previously.29 The buffer was degassed prior to curve
acquisition. The excitation and emission monochromators were set to 600 nm with slit
widths set for a bandwidth of 1 nm. Scattered light was detected for 60 s at a set
temperature. The temperature was increased and the sample was thermally equilibrated
for 6 min before the next 60 s scan was taken. The scattering intensity for each 60 s scan
was averaged, and the VPTT (dispersed microgels) or DST (microgel films) was
identified as the temperature where the change in scattering intensity was at a maximum.
3.2.7 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Instruments) was used to characterize
the phase transition temperatures of Microgels 1-5. Freeze-dried microgels were
resuspended in formate buffer (pH 3) to yield solutions at a final concentration of 30
mg/mL. Aliquots of each microgel solution (20 µL) were pipetted into DSC pans (Tzero)
and sealed. The reference pan contained 20 µL of formate buffer. The temperature was
increased from 25 to 50 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min.
3.2.8 Percent Transmittance Curves
The temperature responsivity of Microgels 1−5 and mixed microgel films were
characterized using a UV-vis spectrophotometer (Shimadzu) in transmittance mode.
Particle dispersions consisted of 5 µL of purified microgel in 3.0 mL of formate buffer
(pH 3). The films were placed in a cuvette with 3.0 mL of formate buffer, which was
subsequently degassed in a vacuum oven. The coverslips were oriented diagonally in the
cuvette with the microgel film and coverslip angled toward the incident light (600 nm).
Each percent transmittance (%T) measurement was obtained after allowing the
temperature to equilibrate for 10 min. VPTTs of microgel dispersions and DSTs of mixed
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microgel films were obtained by calculating the temperature at which the change in %T
was the greatest in magnitude.
3.2.9 Confocal Microscopy of Mixed Microgel Films
Confocal microscopy was used to visualize microgel arrangement within
composite films. Mixed microgel films were assembled using Microgels 2 and 6.
Microgel 6 was synthesized with a fluorescent co-monomer and is the visualized
component within the films. Films were made analogous to the composite films
fabricated with nonfluorescent particles and include the alternating deposition of
Microgels 2 and 6 (eight microgel layers), deposition from a mixture of Microgels 2 and
6 (six microgel layers), and separate sections of Microgels 2 and 6 (four layers Microgel
2, five layers Microgel 6, five layers Microgel 2, five layers Microgel 6; 19 total microgel
layers). Prior to imaging, a rubber gasket was attached to the surface of the film, filled
with pH 3 formate buffer, and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min. Confocal microscopy
images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM 700-405 with a 63x oil immersion objective.
3.3 Results and Discussion
In an effort to design microgel films that respond to specific temperature changes
within a narrow temperature range (30-40 °C), we synthesized several microgel building
blocks in which the ratio of NIPAm to NIPMAm was varied. The hydrodynamic radii
(RH) for each of the microgels are given in Table 3.1. The microgels also demonstrate
pH-dependent swelling owing to the incorporation of AAc residues within the network.
Representative AFM height retraces of a microgel monolayer and a six-layer microgel
films assembled from Microgels 1-5 are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Synthesis Recipes and Hydrodynamic Radii for Microgels 1-6
Microgel NIPAm:NIPMAm

BIS

AAc

[Monomer]T
(mM)

RH (nm)
pH 3*

RH (nm)
pH 7.4*

1
88:0
2
66:22
3
44:44
4
22:66
5
0:88
†
6
0:87.9
*DLS data acquired at 25 °C

2
2
2
2
2
2

10
10
10
10
10
10

100
100
100
140
140
140

264±36
200±24
266±41
260±36
330±62
399±76

439±69
286±29
449±34
300±36
443±99
548±90

Co-polymerized with 0.1% AFA

†

Light scattering was monitored as a function of temperature to determine the
VPTTs for each of the microgels synthesized. An increase in scattering intensity is
indicative of particle collapse and therefore a volume decrease. As the microgel
transitions from a highly solvated network to a collapsed network, where polymerpolymer interactions are favored, the refractive index of the microgel relative to the
surrounding aqueous environment greatly increases. The scattering efficiency is mainly
dependent on the refractive index.30 Therefore, the refractive index contrast and
heterogeneity results in an increase in the observed scattering intensity. VPTT curves for
Microgels 1-5 and VPTTs as a function of mol % NIPMAm are presented in Figure 3.2a
and Figure 3.2b, respectively. Each of the five microgels has a distinct VPTT where
increasing the concentration of NIPMAm relative to NIPAm resulted in an elevation of
the VPTT. This is likely due to decreased chain flexibility of the microgel network as a
result of greater incorporation of NIPMAm.26 This observation agrees with our original
hypothesis that the incorporation of NIPMAm into the network would lead to an increase
in the VPTT. Furthermore, only one transition is observed for each microgel, suggesting
a uniform distribution of the co-monomers.
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Figure 3.1 AFM height retrace images: (a-e) monolayers and (f-j) 6-layer LbL films of
Microgels 1-5, respectively.
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b

Figure 3.2 (a) Temperature dependent light scattering curves for dispersions of
Microgels 1-5, and (b) response temperatures for Microgels 1-5 dispersed in buffer or
assembled in 6-layer films as a function of mol% NIPMAm.
Differential scanning calorimetry curves show broadened peaks at higher
concentrations of NIPMAm (Figure 3.3), indicating a less homogeneous distribution
within the microgels than that suggested by light scattering. This observation is in
agreement with the report of Richtering and co-workers, where nanophases of pNIPAm
were shown to separate before the collapse of p(NIPAm-co-NIPMAm) microgels
occurred.31 These results suggest that DSC measurements are more sensitive to discrete
thermodynamic subpopulations in the particles than the simple turbidity or scattering
measurements.
Having established that the copolymerization of NIPAm and NIPMAm allowed
us to tune the microgel VPTT within our range of interest, we sought to construct
microgel films that would recapitulate the same responsivities. Microgel LbL films were
assembled, where the microgels serve as the polyanion and PDADMAC is the polycation.
Microgels 1−5 were each used to build individual films composed of six microgel layers
and six PDADMAC layers. The DSTs of the films as a function of mol % NIPMAm are
presented in Figure 3.2. The DSTs of the microgel films map on well with those obtained
for microgel dispersions, suggesting that the microgels retain their responsivities when
confined within the polyelectrolyte assembly. Here we distinguish between VPTT and
DST, where VPTTs describe the volume change associated with the collapse of particles
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in a dispersion and DSTs describe the deswelling of microgel polyelectrolyte thin films.
We propose that DST more correctly describes microgel films because it is not strictly
correct to refer to the collapse of the composite film as a “phase transition”.

Figure 3.3 Differential scanning calorimetry curves of Microgels 1-5 (a-e, respectively).

This modular approach to film fabrication permits the buildup of microgel
assemblies containing more than one type of microgel, providing greater freedom in
tuning the responsivities of the interface. Upon demonstrating that microgel-based thin
films recapitulate the temperature responsivities of their constituent particles, we next
fabricated composite films to investigate multi-temperature responsive films. Mixed
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microgel films were built out of two different microgels, each having a unique VPTT.
Figure 3.4a presents the temperature response of a mixed microgel film composed of
alternating layers of Microgels 2 and 5, where Microgel 2 was the initial layer. Decreases
in transmitted light indicate that the microgels in the film have collapsed, thereby
scattering more light. Two transmittance decreases are observed at approximately 32 and
40 °C. According to Figure 3.2, these temperatures correspond well with those obtained
for single type particle films of Microgels 2 and 5. Furthermore, assembling a film
containing Microgels 1−5 results in a response that spans the entire 10 °C temperature
range shown in Figure 3.1 (Figure 3.4b). VPTTs obtained from both light scattering and
%T data were found to be in good agreement (Table 3.2). From this, we assume that data
acquired from %T measurements are analogous to those acquired from measurements of
scattering intensity.

Table 3.2 Comparison of VPTTs Obtained from Light Scattering and Transmittance
Measurements in pH 3 Formate Buffer
Microgel
1
2
3
4
5

Light Scattering (°C)
30
32
36
37
39

% Transmittance (°C)
30
32
36
37
39
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Figure 3.4 Temperature dependent percent transmittance curves of mixed microgel
composite films at pH 3: (a) alternating deposition of Microgels 2 and 5 (6-layers total)
and (b) 2-layers each of Microgels 1-5. Dashed lines indicate the deswelling temperatures
for films composed of either Microgel 2 or Microgel 5 only.
These initial studies demonstrate the ability to control the response of the film by
changing both the chemical composition of the building block and by incorporating more
than one type of microgel within a film. However, little is known about the behavior of
the microgels with respect to each other within the polyelectrolyte assembly. Therefore,
we next investigated whether changing the assembly process would influence the
response temperatures of the films. In addition to the film assembled by alternating the
deposition of Microgels 2 and 5, two more films were fabricated where Microgels 2 and 5
were deposited either in separate sections or from a mixture of the two microgels. The
sectioned film was composed of three layers of Microgel 2 followed by three layers of
Microgel 5. The mixed film was composed of six microgel layers where each layer
contained both Microgels 2 and 5. Representative AFM height images of each mixed
composition film are shown in Figures 3.5b-d, where the successful deposition of both
microgels can be observed. Transmittance data for the sectioned and mixed films are
presented in Figures 3.5a. DSTs from the %T curves of the composite films can be found
in Table 3.3. Though there is some slight variability, we find that the assembly process
has little effect on the responsivities of the films, suggesting that the microgels behave
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Figure 3.5 (a) Temperature-dependent percent transmittance curves of composite films
of Microgels 2 and 5, assembled by three methods at pH 3. Cartoons illustrating the three
assembly methods are provided; (b-d) AFM height images of alternating (layer 2), mixed
(layer 1), and sectioned composite films (layer 4), respectively. Dashed lines indicate the
deswelling temperatures for films composed of either Microgel 2 or Microgel 5 only.
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Table 3.3 VPTTs and DSTs (°C) for Microgels and Microgel Multilayer Films at pH 3
Alternated Separated
2/5
2/5

Mixed
2/5

Microgel 2

Microgel 5

Solution

32

39

N/A

N/A

N/A

6-layer film

32

42

33/41

33/41

34/42

independently of their neighbors and their proximity to other microgels of the same or
different composition was of little importance in the overall deswelling properties.
Confocal microscopy was used to visualize the location of microgels within the
various mixed microgel films. Composite films were fabricated using Microgel 2 and
Microgel 6, a fluorescent microgel, and were assembled in an analogous fashion to those
previously used in transmittance experiments. Cross sections of the films are presented in
Figure 3.6. Films fabricated by alternating deposition and from a microgel mixture
appear to have homogeneously mixed particles; no obvious stratification or demixing is
observed. However, the film fabricated with the intention of having a separated
architecture does indeed have this separation between layers. These results suggest that
the 3-dimensional arrangement of microgels within the assembly can be changed without
altering the responsivity of the microgels themselves or the film composed of them. We
hypothesize that polycation mobility permits the microgels to respond freely despite
penetration of polycation into the microgels32 because they are not covalently bound to
the polyelectrolyte matrix. Indeed, perturbations of microgel thermoresponsivities have
been observed when microgels were covalently assembled into a bulk hydrogel20 or when
an interpenetrating network was formed between a bulk hydrogel matrix and the
incorporated microgels.33 Apparently, the LbL assembly process produces films with less
particle-particle and particle-“matrix” connectivity than these other examples.
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Figure 3.6 Cross-sections (yz plane) of mixed microgel films obtained using a confocal
microscope: (a) alternating deposition, 8 microgel layers, (b) deposition from microgel
mixture, 6 microgel layers, and (c) deposition of Microgels 2 and 6 in separate sections,
19 microgel layers (Scale bar=2 µm).
In this chapter, we demonstrated the construction of a multicomponent
temperature responsive thin film. Using this construct, we gain control of the interface
and the nanoscale structure within the film. As described above, there are a number of
areas (e.g., drug release, switchable interfaces, actuation) for which such a system could
be applied. However, the microgel multilayer approach is a complex one that requires
further study before it can be truly utilized.
3.4 Conclusions
We have shown here that the synthesis of p(NIPAm-co-NIPMAm) microgels
permits the tuning of the microgel VPTT over ∼10 °C temperature range. LbL films
assembled from these microgels were shown to have response temperatures very similar
to those demonstrated for the microgels in solution. Further tailoring of the film
responsivity was achieved when films were assembled from more than one type of
microgel. Three different assembly methods were employed to generate composite films,
and all three had very similar temperature responses. Overall, these results suggest that
the microgel building blocks behave independently of the polyelectrolyte matrix and
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neighboring particles, and it is possible that mobile polycation chains enable this
behavior. The systems described here could be applied to drug eluting interfaces where
release is governed by small temperature fluctuations in the surrounding environment.
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CHAPTER 4
CORE/SHELL MICROGELS DE-COUPLE THE pH AND
TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVITIES OF MICROGEL FILMS

Adapted from
Clarke, K.C.; Dunham, S.N.; Lyon, L.A. Chem. Mater. 2015, 27, 1391-1396.
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society
4.1 Introduction
Layer-by-layer (LbL) film fabrication, as described by Decher and colleagues, is a
versatile, facile method for the preparation of thin films.1,2 Traditionally, substrates are
coated by the alternating deposition of oppositely charged polyions (Scheme 4.1).
Further work in the field expanded fabrication methods to include assembly facilitated by
hydrogen bonding,3,4 the direct incorporation of biomacromolecules,5,6 and the inclusion
of colloidal particles as both a nonplanar substrate7 and a film building block.8−10 LbL
films held together through non-covalent interactions are often influenced by the pH
environment during the assembly process and post-assembly; such films can also be
prone to pH-induced deconstruction. Therefore, the impact of pH on the fabrication,
integrity, and application of LbL films has been explored extensively.10−15
Our group has for a number of years applied the LbL assembly process to
fabricate microgel-based thin films. Negatively charged microgels serve as the polyanion,
and a (typically) linear polycation is adsorbed to reverse the charge for layer build-up
(Scheme 4.1).16,17 Microgels are solvated, cross-linked polymer networks, ranging in size
from approximately 100−1000 nm in diameter. We have focused primarily on
temperature responsive microgels, synthesized from N-isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAm).18,19 Refer to Section 3.1 for a description of the thermoresponsive behavior of
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Scheme 4.1 Construction of Linear Polyion and Microgel Layer-by-Layer Films

pNIPAm and pNIPAm microgels. Through the incorporation of acrylic acid within the
network, pNIPAm microgels can be sequentially deposited with a polycation to yield a
multilayer film, leading to the assembly of temperature-responsive interfaces. It should
be noted that particle-based responsive interfaces have also been demonstrated with block
copolymer micelle LbL films.9,10 Micelles are held together through noncovalent
interactions, where the hydrophobic core is segregated from the hydrophilic periphery.
This type of compartmentalization may limit the ability of the constructs to respond to
environmental stimuli while maintaining structural stability.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated the ability to tune microgel volume phase
transition temperatures (VPTTs) by copolymerizing pNIPAm and poly(Nisopropylmethacrylamide) (NIPMAm), a thermoresponsive polymer with a lower critical
solution temperature of 41 °C.20 An elevation in microgel VPTTs was observed as the
concentration of NIPMAm increased relative to NIPAm. LbL films assembled from these
particles had responsivities similar to those observed for particle dispersions at pH 3. This
strategy enabled fine-tuning of the film response temperature, permitting greater control
over the behavior of the interface.
While our group has previously shown that changes in pH alter the swelling
properties of pNIPAm microgel-polycation films, it is unclear what impact the pH
environment has on the thermoresponsivity of these films.21,22 In this chapter we employ
microgels, which should have different response temperatures due to their chemical
composition and probe the thermoresponsivities of thin films assembled from these
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particles at pH 3 and 7.4. We find that film thermoresponsivity lessens as the
environmental pH increases from pH 3 to pH 7.4, resulting in the loss of sharp and
predictable response temperatures. In light of this, we synthesized core/shell microgels, to
separate the polyelectrolyte component (shell) from the thermoresponsive component
(core). Utilizing this construct we prepared films with predictable thermoresponsivities
regardless of the pH environment. We further investigated the impact of the pH
environment on film swelling/deswelling by measuring film thicknesses via in-liquid
AFM. Thickness measurements of the films at pH 3 and 7.4 at ∼26 and 50 °C are
generally in good agreement with the light scattering data, suggesting that the bulk
temperature responses map well with observed internal film scattering properties.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. The
monomers, NIPAm and NIPMAm, were recrystallized from hexanes (BDH Chemicals).
N,N′-Methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS), acrylic acid (AAc, Fluka), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), and ammonium persulfate (APS) were used as received. Covalent coupling
reagents, N-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)-N′-ethyl-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), were used as received. Poly(diallyldimethylammonium
chloride) (PDADMAC, 20 wt % MW 400 000-500 000) diluted in phosphate buffer (PB,
0.02 M, 0.1 M ionic strength, pH 7.4) was used in the fabrication of microgel multilayer
films. Acetone, isopropanol (BDH Chemicals), and ethanol (Koptec) were used as
received. Sodium phosphate monohydrate, 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES),
formic acid (EMD), NaOH, and NaCl were used in the preparation of buffers. All water
was distilled and deionized to a resistance of 18 MΩ using a Barnstead E-pure system (DI
water). A 0.2 µm filter was used to remove additional particulate matter.
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4.2.2 Microgel Synthesis
Microgels were synthesized by aqueous free radical precipitation polymerization
as described in Section 3.2.2. Refer to Table 4.1 for monomer feed ratios for Microgels
1-5 (i.e. traditional microgels). Microgel shell addition was achieved by using microgel
core particles (Core 1 or 2) as nucleation sites for further growth.23 Refer to Table 4.2 for
monomer feed ratios for core/shell microgel syntheses. NIPMAm, BIS, and SDS were
dissolved in 79 mL of water and filtered (0.2 µm Acrodisc syringe filter) into a roundbottom flask containing 20 mL of core particles. This mixture was heated to 70 °C under
the same conditions as above. AAc was added to the reaction mixture approximately 10
min before initiation with APS (1.0 mL). Following initiation, the reaction continued for
6 h under a nitrogen blanket. The core/shell microgels were cooled to room temperature,
filtered (1.1 µm Acrodisc syringe filter), and purified as stated above. Purified microgels
were lyophilized and resuspended in PB at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL for film
fabrication.
4.2.3 Dynamic Light Scattering
Hydrodynamic radii (RH) of the microgels were obtained by dynamic light
scattering (DLS, Protein Solutions) at 25 °C as described in Section 3.2.3.
4.2.4 Microgel Film Fabrication
Microgel polyelectrolyte films were prepared on glass coverslips (VWR) as
according to a previously established procedure17 and as described in Section 3.2.4.
Films prepared for light scattering experiments were fabricated on coverslips cut to 14 ×
22 mm, while films prepared for in-liquid AFM were prepared on 22 × 22 mm glass
coverslips.
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4.2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy
An Asylum MFP-3D atomic force microscope (AFM) was used throughout the
film fabrication process to monitor film build-up. Intermittent contact mode was
employed to acquire images in ambient conditions. All imaging in air was performed
using silicon cantilevers with a force constant of 42 N/m (Nanoworld). Film thicknesses
of traditional and core/shell microgel films (10 layers) were obtained by first scoring the
film with a clean razorblade at multiple locations. Images were acquired across a cut in
air and in pH 3 formate buffer (FB, 0.02 M, 0.1 M ionic strength) and PB. In-liquid AFM
images were acquired using the Asylum iDrive system. An Asylum Bioheater attachment
was used in an open configuration to control the buffer temperature within the fluid cell.
Images were collected and processed through Asylum MFP-3D software written in the
IgorPro (Wavemetrics, Inc.) environment. Film thickness measurements were determined
from images collected at four separate locations. Height trace and retrace data were
analyzed using Matlab code written in house, where the height value of the substrate was
subtracted from the height value of the top of the film for each line of the image. The
average thicknesses for the left and right sides were averaged together for both the height
trace and retrace for each image. Refer to Appendix A for additional information
regarding the collection of film thickness data and the optimization of imaging
parameters.
4.2.6 Temperature-Dependent Light Scattering Curves
A fluorimeter (PTI) was used to monitor the light scattering of microgels and
microgel films.24 Refer to Section 3.2.6 for a detailed explanation of sample preparation
and data collection.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated the ability to tune VPTTs of temperature
responsive microgels within a 10 °C range by copolymerizing NIPAm and NIPMAm in
differing ratios. Polyelectrolyte films assembled from p(NIPAm-co-NIPMAm) microgels
were shown to have well-defined and sharp response temperatures at pH 3.20 In this work,
we investigate the impact of the pH environment on the DSTs of thermoresponsive
microgel films.
Microgel/PDADMAC films (six-layers) were placed in either pH 3 formate buffer
or pH 7.4 phosphate buffer, and DST curves were collected by temperature-dependent
light scattering. Increases in scattered light intensity are indicative of particle collapse, as
the refractive index of the microgels changes during deswelling relative to the
surrounding medium.25 In comparison to results obtained at pH 3, the curves at pH 7.4
broaden, and incremental scattering changes are observed with increasing temperature
(Figure 4.1). The films lack specific, individual response temperatures as the curves
significantly overlap each other. Simply increasing the environmental pH results in less
predictable and weaker temperature response behavior.

Table 4.1 Feed Ratios for Traditional Microgel Syntheses and De-Swelling Temperatures
of Traditional Microgel LbL Films at pH 3
Microgel

NIPAm:NIPMAm

AAc

BIS

SDS
(mM)

APS
(mM)

DST (°C),
pH3

1

88:0

10

2

0.2

1.0

30

2

66:22

10

2

1.0

1.0

32

3

44:44

10

2

1.0

1.0

35

4

22:66

10

2

1.0

1.0

37

5

0:88

10

2

1.0

1.0

39
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Figure 4.1 Normalized DST curves of 6-layer microgel/PDADMAC films composed of
Microgels 1-5 at (a) pH 3 and (b) pH 7.4.

At this higher pH carboxylic acid groups in the network become deprotonated
(pKa AAc ∼ 4.5). This can result in charge repulsion of AAc groups within the network,
increased osmotic pressure due to counterion ingress, and increased interactions between
PDADMAC and carboxylate ions; all of which perturb film thermoresponsivity.
Previously our group investigated the pH-dependent swelling response of microgel films
and found that films are more optically dense at pH 6 versus pH 3.21,22 This was
attributed to enhanced complexation of polycation with AAc groups in the microgel
network. It is possible that similar effects are taking place within the films studied here.

Table 4.2 Feed Concentrations of Core/Shell Microgels
mol%
NIPAm

mol%
NIPMAm

mol%
AAc

mol%
BIS

[Monomer]T SDS
(mM)
(mM)

APS
(mM)

Core 1

98

--

--

2

100

0.2

1.0

Core 2

49

49

--

2

100

1.0

1.0

C1/Shell 1

--

88

10

2

50

0.5

0.5

C2/Shell 2

--

88

10

2

40

1.0

1.0
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In an effort to gain a deeper understanding of the impact of the pH environment
on microgel polyelectrolyte films we next implemented core/shell microgels as a film
building block. Core/shell microgels consist of two compartments, where the properties
of each are segregated.22 Specifically, the particles were synthesized such that the core is
temperature responsive only, and the pH responsive moieties are confined to the shell. In
principle, this particular construct will decouple the pH and temperature responsive
elements of the microgels, as well as those responses in films assembled from these
particles.

c

Figure 4.2 AFM height images collected in air of (a) Core 1, (b) Core 2, (c) Core 1/Shell
1, and (d) Core 2/Shell 2.
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Table 4.3 DLS data (nm) and de-swelling temperatures (°C) for core/shell microgels
RH

RH

pH 3

pH 7.4

Core 1

212±28

209±32

32

--

--

--

--

C1/S1

273±38

336±52

--

32

31

31

31

Core 2

228±24

228±33

39

--

--

--

--

C2/S2

258±36

301±46

--

38

38

37

38

Dispersion Dispersion Dispersion Film
DI Water
pH 3
pH 7.4
pH 3

Film
pH 7.4

Two core particles with differing polymer composition were prepared (Table 4.2,
and Figure 4.2). The thermoresponsivity of Core 1 (C1) comes solely from pNIPAm,
while Core 2 (C2) is a copolymer of NIPAm and NIPMAm. The shell added to both
cores is composed of pNIPMAm to prevent shell thermoresponsivity from interfering
with core deswelling. AFM height images of the core/shell microgels are presented in
Figure 4.2c,d. Following shell addition the microgels display pH-dependent swelling as
observed by the increased hydrodynamic radii at pH 7.4 compared to pH 3 (Table 4.3).
The response temperatures of the core and core/shell microgels as determined via
temperature-dependent light scattering are also presented in Table 4.3. Importantly, the
core/shell microgels respond at similar temperatures at both pH 3 and 7.4 in dispersions
and when assembled into polyelectrolyte films. Figure 4.3 compares the deswelling
curves of core/shell microgel films and analogous traditional microgel films (Microgels 1
and 3) at pH 3 and 7.4. In both systems the core/shell microgel films maintain the ability
to respond to temperature as expected given the polymer composition despite the change
in pH. Again, it can be seen that the traditional films lack this predictability at pH 7.4. As
hypothesized, separating the pH and temperature responsive elements results in microgels
and films with pH-independent temperature responsivities.
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Figure 4.3 Normalized DST curve comparison of microgel/PDADMAC films: (a)
Microgel 1 and Core 1/Shell 1, (b) Microgel 3 and Core 2/Shell 2 at pH 3 and pH 7.4.
While increases in scattered light intensity are generally representative of swelling
changes occurring within the film, which can result in differences in refractive index
heterogeneity, scattering is not a direct measure of film deswelling. Through the use of
in-liquid AFM we studied the impact of temperature and pH on the swelling/deswelling
of traditional and core/shell films in situ. These experiments provided a means to directly
observe the bulk film response to environmental conditions.
Multilayer microgel/PDADMAC films (10 layers each) were prepared on glass
substrates. The films were cut multiple times to expose the substrate and imaged across
the cut. Imaging was done in buffer at ∼26 °C (below DST) and 50 °C (above DST).
Representative AFM height images of Microgel 3 and Core 2/Shell 2 films in each
imaging environment are presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. All films are swollen at ~26
°C in both pH environments. For the Microgel 3 film, a change in topography is observed
at pH 3 upon increasing the environmental temperature to 50 °C (Figure 4.4a,b).
However, topographical changes are not observed upon increasing the temperature when
the film is immersed in pH 7.4 buffer (Figure 4.4c,d). A drastic topographic change can
be seen for the Core 2/Shell 2 film at pH 3 after the temperature is raised to 50 °C
(Figure 4.5a,b). In addition, some slight changes in the topography are also observed at
pH 7.4 following an increase in temperature from ~26 °C to 50 °C (Figure 4.5c,d). These
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in situ observations demonstrate that the topography of the interface can be altered
through changes in the environmental conditions.

Figure 4.4 AFM height trace images of a 10-layer Microgel 3 film at pH 3, ~26 and 50
°C (a, b, respectively) and at pH 7.4, ~26 and 50 °C (d, c, respectively).
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Figure 4.5 AFM height trace images of a 10-layer Microgel Core 2/Shell 2 film at pH 3,
~26 and 50 °C (a, b, respectively) and at pH 7.4, ~26 and 50 °C (d, c, respectively).
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The calculated film thickness measurements from height trace and retrace data for
each film are presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. For clarity only the film
thickness measurements from height trace data are presented in Figure 4.6. Films
composed of core/shell microgels exhibit a decrease in measured thickness at 50 °C in
both pH 3 and pH 7.4 buffers (Figure 4.6b,d). This agrees with the results of light
scattering experiments where the light scattering intensity has increased at temperatures
above the DST. Deswelling of films composed of Microgels 1 and 3 is observed at pH 3
upon increasing the temperature from ∼26 to 50 °C, but minimal changes in thickness are
observed for the traditional films at pH 7.4 after increasing the temperature, in
accordance with the light scattering data (Figure 4.6a,c). These results suggest that the
bulk responses of the films agree with the internal structuring observed by light
scattering.

Table 4.4. Average Film Thicknesses (nm) for Traditional and Core/Shell Microgel
Films Calculated from AFM Height Traces
Film Type
Microgel 1
Microgel 3
Core 1/Shell 1
Core 2/Shell 2

pH 3
~26 °C
291±38
796±150
707±88
791±129

pH 3
50 °C
249±11
309±41
302±18
336±38

%
Change
-14%
-61%
-57%
-58%

pH 7.4
~26 °C
462±54
1012±179
662±98
906±69

pH 7.4
50 °C
463±40
1118±262
521±66
424±64

%
Change
+0.2%
+10%
-21%
-53%

Table 4.5. Average Film Thicknesses (nm) for Traditional and Core/Shell Microgel
Films Calculated from AFM Height Retraces
Film Type
Microgel 1
Microgel 3
Core 1/Shell 1
Core 2/Shell 2

pH 3
~26 °C
288±45
766±193
695±89
790±97

pH 3
50 °C
248±11
309±44
293±22
331±39

%
Change
-14%
-60%
-58%
-58%
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pH 7.4
~26 °C
456±54
1003±190
686±78
900±74

pH 7.4
50 °C
450±48
1113±282
522±75
425±59

%
Change
-1%
+11%
-24%
-53%

Figure 4.6 Comparison of film thicknesses from AFM measurements and DST curves at
pH 3 and pH 7.4: (a) Microgel 1, (b) Core 1/Shell 1, (c) Microgel 3, (d) Core 2/Shell 2.
LbL deposition of temperature responsive microgels is a facile method for
preparing thermoresponsive interfaces. In this chapter we demonstrate the versatility of
this approach by tailoring the properties of the individual microgel building blocks prior
to film assembly. The films were found to swell or deswell in accordance with the
polymer composition and architecture of the particles. The resulting control over the
swelling and responsivity of the assembly presents new opportunities to modulate the
mechanics of the interface or to potentially direct the three-dimensional shape of
microgel assemblies26 using readily available stimuli.
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4.4 Conclusion
We demonstrate that the temperature response of pNIPAm, pNIPMAm, and
p(NIPAm-co-NIPMAm) microgel LbL films is dependent on the pH environment. When
AAc is incorporated throughout the network, deprotonation at pH 7.4 results in inhibited
deswelling either due to charge repulsion, counterion ingress, and/or increased
complexation with polycation. Localizing the acidic groups to the particle periphery in
core/ shell microgels permits pH-independent film thermoresponsivity as observed by
light scattering and in-liquid AFM. The modular nature of the film assembly process
permits tailoring of the bulk properties through independent evolution of the constituent
building blocks. The potential to incorporate multiple microgel types within a single
construct is a powerful strategy for designing complex systems from simple components.
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CHAPTER 5
MICROGEL SURFACE MODIFICATION BY A SELFASSEMBLING PEPTIDE
5.1 Introduction
Colloidal particles have found versatile utility in biotechnological applications,
including therapeutic delivery, disease targeting, and diagnostics.1-5 An important
contribution to their use is the modification of the particle surface.6 For example, the
direct conjugation of polymers and biomolecules has been routinely used to enhance
biocompatibility and site-specific targeting, respectively.7,8 Additional tactics include
layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly onto the particle surface, where linear polymers or
biomacromolecules, often of opposite charge, are deposited in alternating fashion onto
the colloidal substrate.9 This allows for the controlled build-up of particle coatings that
can be further modified if necessary. By and large, the ability to revise the surface
properties of micro and nanomaterials has extended and enhanced their applicability in
biotechnology.
Our group, among others, has investigated microgels, polymeric colloidal
particles, highly solvated with water, for numerous biotechnological applications.10-13
Their high water content, facile synthesis, and favorable mechanical properties make
microgels a practical and advantageous class of biomaterials. Furthermore, microgel
networks can be rendered environmentally responsive (e.g. temperature, pH, light) by
synthesizing them from stimuli-responsive polymers.14 Our group has worked extensively
with temperature responsive microgels synthesized from N-isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAm).15 Co-monomers, such as acrylic acid (AAc) are commonly incorporated to add
pH responsivity and functional groups for post-synthetic modifications. Further, microgel
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shells can be added directly to the core particles, and in so doing responsive elements and
functional groups can be compartmentalized.16
Traditionally target molecules are directly conjugated to microgels using
functional groups polymerized into the network.17-19 However, the ease of co-polymer
incorporation can vary, potentially reducing the number and type of chemical handles
that can be contained within a single particle.20,21 Recently, an alternative approach to
modify microgel interfaces was demonstrated in which microgels were employed as a
substrate for LbL deposition.22 However, the potential for these constructs in biomedical
applications has yet to be fully investigated.
Peptides and proteins serve a wide array of functions in biological systems,
making them an important building block in biomaterials.23-25 Their diversity allows them
to serve both biochemical and biophysical roles, helping to create functional materials
that more readily recapitulate the chemistry and mechanics of native tissues. Peptides
have the ability to span multiple length scales, from the molecular to the macroscopic,
because of their propensity to self-assemble into secondary structures (i.e. α-helices and
β-sheets).26-30 This long-range assembly has been of particular interest in the development
of cell and tissue scaffolding. Furthermore, the capacity to incorporate non-natural amino
acids for selective bioconjugation reactions enhances the versatility of the peptide
platform.23,31
In this work we demonstrate the modification of microgel surfaces using a selfassembling peptide, RADA. RADA is a 16 amino acid peptide where the sequence,
arginine-alanine-aspartic acid-alanine is repeated four times. This peptide self-assembles
into β-sheet fibrils, and finally into a macroscopic hydrogel when exposed to
physiological ionic strengths.32,33 Much of the attention RADA has received has focused
on the use of RADA gels as cell culture substrates for tissue engineering.34-36 In the
present study, RADA fibrils are observed to assemble on the surface of anionic,
thermoresponsive microgels. Appending a cysteine residue to the peptide permits post82

assembly conjugation reactions through the thiol chemoligation site. The modular nature
of this biosynthetic construct permits independent tailoring of the interior particle and the
exterior peptide shell. This new core/shell structure could have potential as a building
block within extracellular matrix mimetic scaffolds.37
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials
Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, unless noted otherwise. RADA
peptides were purchased from Anaspec (Ac-(RADA)4-Am) and Genscript (TMR(RADA)4-Am and Ac-(RADA)4C-Am). Q11 was generously supplied by Tom Barker’s
group. RADA, RADAC, and Q11 were dissolved in DI water and sonicated for 30 min
before use; RADA-TMR was dissolved in DMSO (2.5 mg/mL). NIPAm and NIPMAm
were recrystallized from hexanes (BDH Chemical). N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (BIS)
and acrylic acid (AAc, Fluka) were used as received. The surfactant, sodium
dodecylsulfate (SDS), and initiator, ammonium persulfate (APS) were used as received.
The following materials were used in the preparation of buffers: HEPES, formic acid, and
sodium chloride. All water was distilled and deionized to a resistance of 18 MΩ
(Barnstead E-pure).
5.2.2 Microgel Synthesis
Microgels were synthesized via aqueous free-radical precipitation polymerization
as described in Section 3.2.2. Ultra low crosslinked (ULC) microgels were synthesized in
an analogous fashion except the reaction was performed without the addition of BIS to
the monomer solution.38 Refer to Table 5.1 for feed concentrations of microgels used in
these studies. Purified microgels were lyophilized and redispersed in DI water before use.
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5.2.3 Microgel Characterization
Dynamic light scattering (DLS, Wyatt Protein Solutions) was used to determine
the hydrodynamic radius (RH) of the microgels as previously described in Section 3.2.3.
Purified microgels were dispersed in pH 3 formate buffer (0.1 M, 5 mM ionic strength)
and pH 7.4 HEPES buffer (0.1 M, 5 mM ionic strength).
5.2.4 Preparation of Peptide-Coated Microgels
Microgels were redispersed in DI water and diluted to 0.75 mg/mL. RADA,
RADAC, and Q11 were dissolved in DI water, sonicated for 30 min, and diluted to 0.5
mg/mL. TMR-RADA in DMSO was added to RADA or RADAC solutions to make up
0.5 wt% of the total RADA, and the mixture was sonicated for 5 min. Microgel and
RADA/RADAC/Q11 solutions were cooled to 4 °C. RADA/RADAC was added to the
microgel solution, and mixed at 4 °C for 1 hr. The microgel solution volume was always
double the peptide solution volume. The resulting mixture was dialyzed against DI water
at 4 °C in cellulose ester membranes (MWCO 1000 kDa). Flocculation resulted upon
addition of Q11 to the microgel solution, so this mixture was not mixed for the full hour
or dialyzed. For post-assembly conjugation of 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (5-IAF) to
RADAC on the microgel surface, 5-IAF (1.0 mM stock solution in DMF) was added to
RADAC-coated Microgel 1 at room temperature for 2 hrs. 5-IAF was conjugated at 10
fold molar excess to 1.0 wt% of the theoretical quantity of RADAC added during the
coating process. As a control, RADA-coated Microgel 1 and uncoated Microgel 1 were
also mixed with 5-IAF for 2 hrs to confirm labeling via reaction with the cysteine. The
mixtures were dialyzed against DI water in the dark at 4 °C in cellulose ester membranes
(MWCO 1000 kDa).
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5.2.5 Circular Dichroism
A JASCO-J810 spectropolarimeter was used to determine the conformation of the
RADA peptides and RADA-coated microgels. RADA stock solutions were diluted with
DI water to a final concentration of 12.5 µM. RADA-TMR was added to a solution of
plain RADA to have a final concentration of 0.5 wt% of the total mass of RADA.
Microgel 1 before and after coating was diluted to 0.17 mg/mL. Microgels 2 and 3 (0.5
mg/mL in DI water) before and after peptide coating were used as prepared. Aliquots of
microgels samples were centrifuged to form a pellet and the supernatant was collected
and analyzed by CD. Images of fluorescently labeled pellets were collected following
centrifugation. All samples were placed in a quartz cuvette (1 mm pathlength) and
scanned from 250-190 nm. Data presented is the average of 4 scans.
5.2.6 Atomic Force Microscopy
Microgel aliquots (1 µL diluted with 25 µL DI) before and after peptide coating
were dried on a glass coverslip and imaged using an Asylum MFP-3D atomic force
microscope (AFM). Imaging was performed in air operating in intermittent contact mode
using silicon nitride cantilevers (k=42 N/m, Nanoworld). Data was processed through
software written in the IgorPro environment (Wavemetrics).
5.2.7 Optical Microscopy
The presence of fluorescently labeled RADA or RADAC localized on microgels
was visualized using fluorescence microscopy (Olympus IX-71). Microgel aliquots (1
µL) were diluted with 25 µL DI, dried on glass coverslips, and imaged with a 100x oil
immersion objective. The exposure was set to 250 ms for all fluorescence images. For
fluorescence intensity analysis of Microgel 1 coated with RADA/TMR-RADA and
RADAC/5-IAF, aliquots of as-prepared coated-microgels (5 µL) were diluted with DI
water (10 µL) and dried on glass coverslips. For plain Microgel 1, a stock solution of 0.5
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mg/mL in DI water was used. Five images were collected for each sample, and ImageJ
was used to calculate the average fluorescence intensities of each image. The final
average and standard deviation of the five images is provided. Brightfield microscopy
was also used to image microgels incubated with peptides. Images were acquired using a
100x oil immersion objective.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Microgels are soft, polymeric particles. Typical modifications to microgels are
achieved synthetically through the incorporation of co-monomers or the addition of a
polymer shell. Functional groups incorporated into the network can subsequently be
employed for post-synthetic conjugation reactions. In the present study we explore the
utility of self-assembling peptides for the modification of microgel surfaces. One such
peptide is RADA, which assembles into β-sheet fibrils due to the alternating hydrophobic
and hydrophilic residues. A RADA peptide shell assembles onto the surface of Microgel
1 by simply mixing the two solutions. AFM amplitude images reveal fibrils on the
surface of the particles after incubation with RADA (Figure 5.1b). For reference, an
image of unmodified microgels is presented in Figure 5.1a.

Table 5.1 Polymer Feed Ratios of Microgel Syntheses
Microgel
1
2
3
4
5
6

mol% NIPAm
22
93
78
90
98
49

mol% NIPMAm
66
0
0
0
0
49
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mol% AAc
10
5
20
10
0
0

mol% BIS
2
2
2
0
2
2

b

d

c

Figure 5.1. AFM amplitude images (a) Microgel 1, (b) Microgel 1+RADA; (c)
brightfield and (d) fluorescence microscopy images of Microgel 1+RADA+TMR (scale
bar = 2 µm).
Numerous studies with RADA gels have utilized co-assemblies where plain
RADA is doped with modified RADA peptides before gelation.33,35,39 In essence this
would permit the inclusion of a variety of functional ligands to be co-assembled into a
single construct. As a proof of concept we co-assembled RADA with a rhodaminelabeled RADA peptide (TMR) onto the surface of Microgel 1. Particles present in the
brightfield image (Figure 5.1c) also appear red in the fluorescence image (Figure 5.1d),
indicating successful assembly onto the particles. DLS data show good agreement in
hydrodynamic radii before and after coating at pH 3 and 7, suggesting that the peptide
shell is quite thin.
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Table 5.2. Hydrodynamic Radii (nm) of Microgel 1 (M1) Coated with RADA/RADAC
M1
M1+RADA+TMR
M1+RADAC
M1+RADAC+TMR
M1+RADAC+5IAF

RH pH 3
261±36
282±56
259±37
267±46
258±37

RH pH 7
352±63
365±92
344±66
355±63
345±64

Microgel 1 was initially selected because it has a response temperature of 38 °C,
close to physiological temperature.39 After the initial observation of the peptide coating,
we explored the use of different microgel polymer compositions in the assembly.
Microgels 2 and 3 (synthesized with 5 and 20% AAc, respectively) demonstrated
successful coatings with RADA (Figure 5.2a-d). Ultra-low, self-crosslinked microgels
(Microgel 4) co-polymerized with AAc also show evidence of a RADA peptide shell
(Figure 5.2e,f). However, microgels lacking AAc resulted in flocculation when the
peptide and microgel solutions were mixed (Figure 5.3). This suggests that the anionic
microgel network is important in stabilizing the colloidal dispersion.
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a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure 5.2. Microscopy images of Microgels 2-4 after coating with RADA+TMR, (a-c,
respectively) brightfield and (d-f, respectively) fluorescence (scale bar = 2 µm).
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Figure 5.3. AFM amplitude images of Microgels 5 (a) and 6 (b) after incubation with
RADA.
We next considered the possibility of post-assembly conjugation to the RADA
shell. A cysteine residue was added to the C-terminus of a RADA peptide, to provide a
thiol for the conjugation of 5-IAF. RADAC and Microgel 1 were mixed, dialyzed, and
then reacted with 5-IAF. Following a second round of dialysis, the particles were
analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. As expected, the particles fluoresce green,
indicating successful conjugation of the fluorophore (Figure 5.4b). Mixtures of Microgel
1 and plain RADA-coated Microgel 1 with 5-IAF did not result in significant labeling
(Table 5.3). The RADAC coating can be observed in AFM amplitude images (Figure
5.4a). Next, RADAC and TMR were mixed and co-assembled on the surface of
Microgel 1. Subsequent labeling with 5-IAF demonstrated the potential to incorporate
functionality both during and after surface assembly (Figure 5.4d-f and Table 5.3).
Aliquots of each solution were centrifuged to form a pellet. Each pellet is colored in
accord with the fluorophores either co-assembled or conjugated to the RADAC shell:
unlabeled is colorless, TMR labeled is pink, 5-IAF labeled is yellow, and TMR/5IAF is
orange (Figure 5.5).
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b

e
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f

Figure 5.4. (a) AFM amplitude image of Microgel 1+RADAC; (b) brightfield and (c)
fluorescence microscopy images of Microgel 1+RADAC after labeling with 5-IAF; (d)
brightfield and (e,f) fluorescence microscopy of Microgel 1+RADAC+TMR after
labeling with 5-IAF (scale bar=2 µm).
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Table 5.3. Average Fluorescence Intensities of RADA-Coated Microgel 1 Images
Microgel 1
Green Ex
Blue Ex

103±0
103±0

+5IAF
104±0
106±1

+RADA
+TMR
193±15
104±0

+RADA
+TMR
+5IAF
194±48
103±0

+RADAC
+TMR

+RADAC
+5IAF

412±52
105±1

108±3
169±18

+RADAC
+TMR
+5IAF
471±42
146±14

Figure 5.5. Microgel 1+RADAC pellets following centrifugation.

RADA is known to assemble into β-sheets. However, it was unknown whether the
secondary structure would be maintained on the microgel surface. CD spectroscopy was
used to analyze RADA-coated microgels for β-sheet secondary structure. CD spectra of
RADA and RADAC in DI water present typical bands for β-sheets (Figure 5.6a).
Microgel 1 coated with RADA and RADAC display similar bands suggesting that the
peptide fibrils retain the β-sheet structure on the surface of the particles (Figure 5.6b).
CD spectra of microgels alone and supernatants collected after centrifuging the particles
do not show any bands indicative of secondary structure. Furthermore, the spectra of
Microgels 2 and 3 also have bands indicative of β-sheets (Figure 5.6c,d, respectively).
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Figure 5.6. CD spectra in DI water of (a) RADA peptides (20 µM), and (b-d) Microgels
1, 2, 3, respectively, uncoated and after incubation with RADA peptides.

The supernatants from Microgels 2 and 3 show the presence of β-sheets, likely due to
some RADA disassembling from the particle surface.
In addition to RADA, we were curious whether additional self-assembling
peptides were capable of coating microgels. We focused on Q11, a β-sheet forming
peptide with the sequence Ac-QQKFQFQFEQQ-Am.40,41 The residues alternate between
hydrophobic (phenylalanine) and hydrophilic (glutamine), but unlike RADA, Q11 has
fewer charged residues. When Q11 was mixed with Microgel 1, flocculation was
immediately observed. When a sample was dried on a coverslip, large aggregates and
entanglements are present (Figure 5.7). Additionally, all microgels added to Q11 resulted
in aggregation (data not shown).
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b

Figure 5.7. Microscopy images of Microgel 1 after mixing with Q11: (a) AFM amplitude
image; (b) brightfield image (scale bar = 5 µm).

5.4 Conclusions
In this work we demonstrated the facile assembly of a RADA-based shell onto the
surface of microgels. Incorporation of acrylic acid into the microgel network was found
to be an important factor in the formation of a stable colloidal solution of coated particles.
Two routes were explored for functionalizing the peptide coating: co-assembly of
modified peptides and post-assembly functionalization. Both methods permit tailoring of
the peptide shell. The surface localized fibrils have a β-sheet secondary structure as
confirmed by CD, indicating that the microgels do not interfere with the peptide selfassembly. An alternative β-sheet assembling peptide, Q11, was utilized to investigate the
generality of the assembly, but a stable dispersion of Q11-coated particles was not
obtained. The microgel core/peptide shell is a modular composite, where each component
can be independently modified. In this way a variety of functional constructs can be
tailor-made for applications. We are currently interested in the pursuit of new building
blocks to modify and enhance extracellular matrix scaffolds for tissue engineering.
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CHAPTER 6
OUTLOOK AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.1 Controlled Swelling of Microgel Coatings
The research discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 centered on the use of microgel
building blocks in thin film assemblies. The films were capable of using both pH and
temperature as stimuli to change the surface properties of the substrate. These studies
demonstrated that a library of building blocks could be prepared and utilized to fabricate
assemblies with predictable responsivities. However, there are still some potential
avenues for exploration, specifically in regard to the application of these films as
biointerfaces.
Temperature-responsive microgel monolayer films have been employed as cell
culture substrates, where temperature-induced switching of the surface from collapsed to
swollen was used to delaminate cell sheets.1 Our group has utilized pNIPAm-based
microgel films in a different context. Initial studies elucidated the non-fouling behavior
of microgel thin films.2 More recently, we have explored film mobility to control cell
phenotype as opposed to temperature responsivity. When film mobility was reduced by
chemically crosslinking the film components (microgels and polycation), increased cell
spreading was observed compared to un-crosslinked films.3
One possible path moving forward is to employ films with predictable
responsivities to control cell behavior as opposed to chemical crosslinking. These studies
would, in essence, rely on the ability to modulate both the swelling and mechanics of the
film. The impact of the mechanical environment on cell fate has become an increasing
explored topic.4 For example, it has been shown that increasing the elastic modulus of a
cell culture substrate, significantly influences cell morphology and differentiation
pathway.5 However, it would be interesting to investigate a mobile surface, where the
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mechanical properties can be controlled by the incorporation of building blocks with
known responsivities. The hypothesis is that the swelling of microgel films can modulate
film mechanics. It has been shown that microgels in the collapsed state have a higher
elastic modulus compared to swollen microgels.6 The extent to which the elastic modulus
of a microgel assembly can be tuned is not known.
AFM nanoindentation studies have been used to map the elastic moduli of
microgels and microgel films.3 An AFM tip is pressed into the substrate, and an array of
force curves can be generated across the sample. This technique relates the force applied
by the tip and the deflection of the tip as it presses into the surface to the elastic modulus
using one of several models, the most common being the Hertz model.7,8 AFM
nanoindentation could be employed to investigate the mechanical properties of microgel
LbL films at specific temperatures and pH’s. Traditional microgel or core/shell microgel
assemblies could be employed to control both the swelling and elastic modulus of the
interface. Since the films are not chemically crosslinked, they would presumably still be
mobile, permitting interactions between cells and the surface to be studied where the
modulus is tuned independently from mobility. Ideally, controlled fluctuations in
temperature or pH could be employed to alter film properties in situ. Overall, these
experiments would provide insight into the impact of substrate mobility on cell
phenotype. The knowledge obtained could be used in the development of non-fouling
films or cell-scaffolding materials.
6.2 Peptide-Coated Microgels
A new core/shell construct was introduced in Chapter 5, where a peptide shell
assembles onto a core microgel particle. Though this has potential to serve as a new
microgel building block there are still aspects about the assembly that have not been
investigated. Specifically, the exact parameters guiding the assembly of RADA on
microgel surfaces is not known. In addition, post-assembly conjugation of a fluorophore
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to RADAC was demonstrated, but the ability to conjugate larger macromolecules has not
been determined. Future work should seek to understand the assembly behavior and use
this knowledge to create and utilize peptide-coated microgels.
Many fundamental questions remain regarding the coating of microgels with
RADA. Observations of particles following incubation with RADA or RADAC show
fibrils at the periphery (AFM images) or red fluorescence localized at the periphery. It is
not clear whether there is any penetration of RADA into the particle, or if all
RADA/RADAC remains surface bound. In addition, it has proven challenging to quantify
the amount of RADA/RADAC on the particles. Attempts made to quantify the amount of
cysteine via the Ellman assay have been unsuccessful. Regardless, this assay would only
work for RADAC-coated microgels. Furthermore, DLS data (Table 5.2) showed that the
size of the microgels does not change appreciably following RADA adsorption.
It was previously demonstrated that cytochrome c (cyt c), a small, globular
protein with a patch of lysine residues, could be loaded into anionic microgels.
Multiangle light scattering (MALS) was used to investigate cyt c encapsulation within the
network.9 MALS can detect molecular weight changes as well as changes in particle size
and weight distribution. Therefore, MALS might be a useful technique for analyzing
peptide-coated microgels. Information regarding any changes to the root-mean-square
radius (Rrms) or the molecular weight would provide insight into the localization of the
peptides, and the amount of peptide associated with the particles.
For microgels containing AAc, stable dispersions of RADA-coated microgels
were prepared. However, microgels without AAc were not stably coated, and attempts to
coat microgels with Q11 failed. These findings suggest that the identity of the peptide
and the polymer network both impact the assembly process. Q11, in its monomeric form,
is of similar length to RADA (11 amino acids in Q11, 16 amino acids in RADA) and is
also a β-sheet fibrillizing peptide. It is likely that the identity of the amino acids in Q11
results in more drastic interactions with microgels. There has been recent interest in
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understanding how the identity and order of amino acids affects the assembly behavior.10
However, this work has only focused on self-association of the peptides. It would be
interesting to explore the parameters governing peptide assembly and how this relates to
particle interactions. Specifically, the role of hydrogen bonding, electrostatics, and
hydrophobic interactions between the peptide and particles would be worth investigating.
In addition, the molecular weight and length of the assembled fibrils are likely to also
play a role in coating and stability. Some amino acid sequences are stronger assemblers,
which may then influence the physical characteristics of the assembled structures in
solution.10
Overall, the parameter space to explore is extensive. Both the microgel and
peptide compositions can be varied. Computational modeling of particle-fibril
interactions could therefore assist in narrowing down the most important parameters.
Interactions between polymers (uncharged polymers and polyelectrolytes) and colloidal
particles have been studied, experimentally and theoretically.11-16 The goal here would be
to model peptide self-assembly behavior in combination with the interactions between the
assembled structures and soft particles. The insight gained from these studies could
enhance our ability to predictably select favorably interacting particles and peptides.
Further down the road, the fundamental understanding of these constructs could be used
in the guided 3-dimensional assembly of colloidal particles.
Consideration must also be paid to the colloidal particles. The incorporation of
acrylic acid within the microgel network is clearly an important parameter in the
assembly with RADA. It is not clear whether charge repulsion simply stabilizes the
particles in the presence of an interacting polymer species, or if it controls the behavior of
peptides with the microgel surface. The location (i.e. core versus surface localized) of the
charged functional groups within the network could provide insight into peptide-microgel
interactions. Hoare and Pelton demonstrated the preferential localization of three acidic
co-monomers in pNIPAm microgels.17 Microgels synthesized with these co-monomers
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could be used to probe the impact of charge location on RADA-microgel interactions.
Changes in the main polymer identity could also be explored, where potential
interactions, like hydrogen bonding between the peptide and the polymer, can be altered.
For the preparation of RADA-coated microgels only one concentration of peptide
and microgel was used. It is certainly possible that the relative concentrations of
microgels and peptide influence the assembly. Further, peptide assembly is known to be
concentration dependent, so altering the peptide concentration could be one method to
control fibril length. These should be relatively straightforward studies where the
concentrations of both the peptide and microgel can be varied.
Thus far, microscopy and circular dichroism have been utilized to confirm the
assembly of RADA fibrils on microgel surfaces. However, isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) could be utilized to gain a deeper understanding of the assembly
process, and it might also allow the interactions to be better quantified and compared.
ITC measures the amount of heat absorbed or released due to molecular interactions. A
typical ITC set-up consists of a sample cell and reference cell maintained at constant
temperature. Interactions between molecules added to the sample cell result in
temperature differences between the two cells. To keep the temperature constant the
energy supplied to the reference cell must be adjusted, and this change is translated into a
heat change. This heat change is then used to determine the enthalpic change of the
system. ITC has been used to study biomolecular interactions, including peptide selfassembly, and the interaction of biomolecules with particle surfaces.19,20 Therefore, it
may be possible to employ ITC to elucidate how changes in particle and peptide
composition alter the interactions.
An advantage to employing self-assembling peptides (SAP) is the potential to use
modified peptides and prepare co-assemblies.21-23 This has been demonstrated on
numerous occasions in the preparation of SAP gels. In analogous fashion, the inclusion of
a fluorescently tagged RADA was co-assembled with unlabeled RADA on the surface of
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microgels. In addition, RADAC was modified with a fluorophore post-assembly on the
microgel surface. While these are important proof-of-concept experiments, the coassembly or conjugation of larger molecules (e.g. peptides, proteins, polymers) remains
to be demonstrated. However, the application of these core/shell particles will likely rely
on the ability to conjugate (bio)macromolecules to the particle surface. Future work with
this construct should evaluate the potential to conjugate larger macromolecules to the
RADA shell. Initial experiments could focus on using PEG oligomers or peptides with
different chemical handles. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) could also be used to explore
the conjugation of proteins to the surface.
Furthermore, peptides provide the unique opportunity to utilize orthogonal
chemoligations through the incorporation of non-traditional chemical handles24 (e.g.
alkyne, aldehyde, hydrazide), and experiments can be done to evaluate non-traditional
ligation chemistries localized on the peptide shell. Of particular interest is the copper
catalyzed azide alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) because of its selectivity, efficiency,
stability of the triazole, and tolerance in aqueous environments. The Finn group has
demonstrated the reaction of an azidocoumarin dye, which becomes fluorescent only after
formation of the triazole product.25 RADA synthesized with a non-natural amino acid
carrying a propargyl group could be assembled on the surface of a microgel, and
subsequently reacted with the azidocoumarin dye. Successful conjugation will result in a
fluorescence signal.
It is certainly important to mention that RADA is a challenging peptide to
synthesize and purify.26 While there are likely approaches to take on the synthetic side to
reduce the time and cost of making RADA, it might instead be useful to consider whether
fewer RADA repeats could still result in co-assembly. For instance, plain full-length
RADA could be used, but a shorter, modified RADA could be co-assembled. This could
at least reduce the overall difficulty in preparing multiple types of RADA, and should be
considered in the future.
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While the initial work with RADA-coated microgels has presented some
interesting observations, there is still a substantial amount of work to be done to
understand and control the assembly process, and then utilize these constructs. There
appear to be few analogous constructs in the literature, especially for soft particles,
making this a unique and potentially valuable construct to explore.
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APPENDIX A
COLLECTING FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS AND
OPTIMIZATION OF AFM IMAGING PARAMETERS
A.1 Collecting Film Thickness Measurements
The film thicknesses of the traditional and core/shell films (Chapter 4) were
calculated from height images acquired via atomic force microscopy (AFM). Microgel
multilayer films (10 layers) were assembled via layer-by-layer deposition of microgels
and a linear polycation. The films were cut with a razorblade to reveal the substrate.
Height images were obtained across the scratches. A representative height image of a
scratched film imaged under ambient conditions is presented in Figure A.1. Height
images provide information in the z-dimension, as depicted in Figure A.1. These images
therefore provide a cross-section of the films, where the thickness of the film is the height
value of the substrate subtracted from the height value of the film surface.

Figure A.1. AFM height image of a microgel film across a scratch in the film (left), and a
depiction of the cross-section of each line of the AFM images (right).

The height data of each image was analyzed using Matlab code written in house.
In essence, the Matlab code averages the height values from the left of the scratch to the
left edge (left height) and from the right of the scratch to the right edge (right height) for
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each line of the image. The lowest height value for each line (found within the scratch) is
then subtracted from the left and right heights. A total of 256 lines (along the ydimension) were collected for each image (x=60 µm, y=8 µm). Therefore, 256 thickness
measurements for both the left and right sides of the scratch are calculated for each image
and averaged. For each film, four different locations were imaged, and the average left
and right heights were calculated using the Matlab code. The final thickness values
presented in the paper are the average and standard deviation of these four measurements.
In addition, both the height trace and retrace data were analyzed in the exact same
manner to ensure the imaging conditions were appropriate and the data was consistent.
It should be noted that topographically heterogeneous surfaces (e.g. large pile-up
regions, large pieces of foreign material) can alter approximations made by the code.
Therefore, the values presented by the code were investigated to verify that outliers are
not affecting the calculated values. Within the code, the images can be cropped (in the x
and y dimensions) or offset (to move the point on the left or right side of the scratch
further out) to permit the exclusion of regions where excess material significantly alters
the values.
A.2 Impact of AFM Parameters on Calculated Film Thicknesses
Microgels are soft, deformable polymeric particles.1,2 For this reason, AFM
imaging of microgels and microgel films is performed in intermittent contact mode.
However, the extent to which the AFM cantilever contacts the sample as it scans the
surface can lead to compression through energy dissipation.3 Such effects have been
demonstrated for carbon nanotubes,4,5 and a variety of soft materials.6,7 Three AFM
imaging parameters were screened for their potential impact on the measured film
thickness: drive amplitude, set point, and integral gain. The drive amplitude and set point
control the extent of force applied to the sample by the tip, while the integral gain is
related to the response of the system to topographical changes.
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AFM images were acquired for a single film assembled from Microgel 3 (44%
NIPAm, 44% NIPMAm, 10% AAc, 2% BIS) in four different environments: pH 3, ~26
°C and 50 °C and pH 7.4, ~26 °C and 50 °C. Height trace and retrace data were analyzed
using Matlab code, written in house, to calculate the film thicknesses in each
environment as a function of the imaging parameters. The drive amplitude and set point
were found to have the largest impact on the calculated film thicknesses. The left height
and right height (LH and RH, respectively) from height images are presented in Figures
A.2-4.
The impact of the drive amplitude on the measured thickness is presented in
Figure A.2. At low drive amplitudes, it appears that the films are very thin. This is a
result of poor interaction with the sample. As the drive amplitude is increased, contact
with the sample (the top of the film and the exposed substrate) is enhanced, resulting in a
more accurate measure of the film thickness. Further increasing the drive amplitude
compresses the film, decreasing the thickness of the film. However, when a film has deswollen (pH 3, 50 °C, Figure A.2b) higher drive amplitudes do not appear to greatly
impact the measured thickness. The dependence of film thickness on the set point can be
seen in Figure A.3. Lower set points coupled with higher drive amplitudes result in
decreased film thicknesses. When the set point is increased, but the drive amplitude is
held constant, the measured thickness is larger. The final parameter investigated was the
integral gain (Figure A.4). The film thicknesses were not greatly impacted by changes in
this parameter.
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Figure A.2. Calculated film thicknesses as a function of drive amplitude; (a) pH 3, ~26
°C, set point=218 mV; (b) pH 3, 50 °C, set point=200 mV; (c) pH 7.4, ~26 °C, set
point=200 mV; (d) pH 7.4, 50 °C, set point=200 mV; Integral gain=10 for all images.
The left height (LH) and right height (RH) are presented.
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Figure A.3. Calculated film thicknesses as a function of set point; (a) pH 3, 50 °C, drive
amplitude=3.0 V; (b) pH 7.4, ~26 °C, drive amplitude=2.0 V; (c) pH 7.4, 50 °C; Integral
gain=10 for all images. The left height (LH) and right height (RH) are presented.

Figure A.4. Calculated film thicknesses at varying integral gain settings; (a) pH 3, 50 °C,
set point=200 mV, drive amplitude=1.6 V; (b) pH 7.4, ~26 °C, drive amplitude=2.0 V;
(c) pH 7.4, 50 °C, set point=200 mV, drive amplitude=1.6 V. The left height (LH) and
right height (RH) are presented.
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